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Maine Elks Will

"At Home"
Today

Hold State Meet

Couple To Manage

June 5, 6 and 7

Braves' Farms

C. M. P. Workers Honor Associates

John Mullen, 28, today was
The Maine Elks Association will
I named director of the Milwaukee
commemorate its 25th Anniversary
Braves farm system. He is believed
.on June 5. 6 and 7th, at Augusta,
the youngest man in the major
Maine, with its Silver Jubilee Con
leagues to hold a post of this type.
vention. Augusta Lodge, BPOE No.
Mullen had been acting dirtetor
964 will play host to Elks and their ,
since October of 1951 when Harry
Jenkins resigned as head of the
ladies from all over Maine.
Braves farm system. Mullen had
Elks Lodges are located in Port
been
his secretary.
land, Bangor, Lewiston, Biddeford,
Mullen joined the Braves in 1947
Sanford, Bath, Rumford, Rockland,
as a secretary and stenographer in
Gardiner, Waterville, Old Town,
Craftsmen Are To
1 the farm system. He is married and
Millinocket, Houlton and Augusta.
has three children. His family
Hear Carolina
John F Malley and E. Mark Sul
plans to Join him here in June.
livan, Past Grand Exalted Rulers of
Mr. Mullen is the son of Mr. and
Museum Director
the Grand Lodge, and Thomas J.
Mrs. Wilfred Mullen, 60 Grace
The Maine Coast Craftsmen will Brady, Secretary of the Board of
street, this City.
hold a meeting in the auditorium Grand Trustees, will be among the
of the Farnsworth Museum Sunday national dignitaries attending the
convention.
Rockland Employat 2.30 p. m.
Photo by Juf;,
A state-wide sports tournament'
Captain Joseph S. Hutchinson A.
Central Maine Power Company employees honored two fellow workers who are leaving the company at ment Office Filled
G. C„ Fort Williams, Me, former art for bowling, golf, pool, billiards and a dinner and social event at the Odd Fellows Hall Thursday evening. Etkart Colburn, second from the left,
ertbbage
is
now
being
conducted
by
teacher and director of the Mint
retires after 27 years duty with company line crews. Wayne Gemsh, sernnd from right, line crew man. OQ IqqC In ADI*il
*
—
r1
Museum in Charlotte, N C„ will the 14 Maine Lodges, and the semi soon leaves to enter military service. Shown at the extreme left is Clifford Allen, and extreme right, Liovd
April job placements_ 99 in all_
speak on "The American Crafts finals of these events will start at j Jameson, line crew chiefs of the honor guests. Gifts were presented both men.
were 43.5 per cent above the previ
man, “His Place In The World To Augus'a, Friday night, June 5, and J
the finals will be held on Saturday
day."
COMMANDER REED STAGED A BIG ous 30-day period, indicative of an
upswing in labor demand, accordThe meeting will be open to the morning, June 6. Ralph Hubbard, ;
Esteemed Leading Knight of the
i ing to Manager John D. Coughlin,
PARTY ON NOTHING BUT NERVE
public.
Photo by Barde
of the Maine Employment Security
Augusts Lodge is chairman of the |
Janet Laura Scott (Mra. Carroll Thayer Berry)
AND CUT A NICE MELON AS WELL
office at 437 Main street, serving
Tournament Committee for the ;
the Rockland labor market area
Bv Ebner Barde
In her work the writer has not Children's Day
Maine Elks Association, and the
This happened when 15 medical a regular housecleaning before the
Slight labor demand increase
Augusta Lodge of Elks.
V Have you ever looked at children’s only determined what the character At Universalist
officers and 15 deratal officers, all party, a Demolition Squad, to re- | was noted in major food process.
June
6
will
be
a
busy
day
for
Elks
}
is
doing
but
in
many
instances
has
books in the store and admired the
attached to the Great Lakes Train- peat the operation after the party. , ing plants, Coughlin said, with an
also selected the particular incident Church Tomorrow
and their ladies. The Exalted Rul
doings of The Bobsey Twins? Pour
ing Station, elected me to manage A Grounds Force to do the same expected accelerated demand durto be illustrated. It is then up to
ers' luncheon, given for the 14 Ex
youngsters, two boys and two girls, the illustrator to think up a match
The complete Children's Day alted Rulers of the Maine Lodges,
a party to be given to honor one thing to the grounds about the j ing May.
who regularly get into the kind of ing picture.
of their number who had been or place; a Procurement Officer. i Despite increased placements
program at the Church of Im will be held Saturday noon at the
r1 R
dered to command the Naval Medi whose duty it was to get me every- j Coughlin said, the surplus labor
Born in Augusta. Wis. Mrs. Berry manuel, Universalist. Rockland. Anugusta Lodge of Elks Home on
mischief only lively children know
J. »r- L
cal School in Washington. D. C. thing I asked for in connection pool remained about the same as
Sunday.
May
17,
will
be
devoted
has
been
at
her
profession
for
40
Winthrop Street.
how to get into. And have you
They wanted it to be a bang-up ' w'ith the party; a Transportation in March. The office, at the close
years. As a child a nature loving to a Children’s Day observance as
At
120
the
Bates
Mfg.
Co.
wiU
ever admired the beautiful iilus- I
affair, and because I had the only Corps, to get things there and get of April business, had 983 men
father instructed her in the lore of follows: Organ prelude, Miss Doro present their all professional style
trations used to get across just what field and stream and taught her thy Lawry; sentences by the Min
house on the station big enough them back again; a Decorating Di- and women registered for area
show with Donna Gould Perry,
is going on? My wife and I have,! to love it. A desire to express her ister; Processional Hymn; greet
to hold it in. they passed the buck vision for house and grounds; an a 5.0 per cent decrease from the
commentator. This program will
to me, together with $600 and Entertainment Committee, a Chow beginning of the month. About
frequently. Buying books for five self with pen or pencil, and later ing by Supt Sam Collins, Jr., pro be followed at 3 p. m. by the recep
"Farewell To Fear" a skit, ex
Committee, a Mop Up Squad 57.6 per cent of job applicants were
grandchildren keeps us posted on with brush, came early and when at gram by the children; Salute to tion for the President of the Maine plaining Blue Cross and Blue their blessing.
Because preparing for, and giv (dishwashers); a Finance Commit w-omen. Included were 49 physic
the age of 16 she found herself to the American and Christian Flags;
Elks Association and his wife, Mr. Shield, will be given over WRKD
that type of literature.
ing, that party, embraced oppor tee, and a Lia>on Officer to co-or- ally handicapped workers
be fatherless and the sole means of solo selection, William T Smith,
and Mrs Gerald L. Ferland of Mil Saturday at 6 45 p. m„ to wind up
Great therefore our surprise, and I
Office traffic increased slightly
tunities which Elsa Maxwell would j dinate the mess,
support of herself and mother she Jr.; organ interlude; program by
linocket.
still greater our pleasure when we
the week long programs to celebrate have envied, and because that | It worked like a charm. The in April, when 6100 office visits
proceeded to take advantage of her the children; attendance awards;
. learned that the Janet Laura Scott
At 3.30 the Silver Jubilee Banquet National Hospital Week. Almon crowd of buck passers who thought Preparation Detail would call up j were tabulated, comparable with
likes and cash in on what had been offertory and solo; story by super
” who illustrates these and other
at the Augusta House, at which Cooper will coach the play. Parti they left me holding the bag, were the Procurement Officer and re- , 6050 in the preceding month. Job
a hobby. She dbtained employ intendent. "The Cap That Mother
children's books is none other than
ment in Chicago as an illustrator Made;" Hymn; the Ceremony of time John F. Malley, Past Grand cipants will be patients, Leon subsequently busier than they ever quest a working party of, say. ten openings unfilled at month's end
our dear friend. Janet Berry, Rock
and while there worked her way the Christenings; The Presenta- Exalted Ruler of the Grand Lodge, White, Lloyd Daniels, Almon Coop thought they would be, I am re- ! or twenty men complete with mops numbered 19, a sharp decrease
port who uses her maiden name as through the Chicago Art Institute.
tion of the Plants; Hymn; Bene and Chairman of the Elks National er and George Sleeper; the doctor, cording some of the unusual fea- brooms, etc. The Procurement Of- i from the 44 jobs unfilled as of
her "brush” name.
diction;
Organ Postlude.
| Foundation, will present the annua) Dr. tVesley Wasgatt; the nurse, tures which made that party a I ficer would supply a truck, or April 1.
Later the same firm, for whom she
A keen observer of children and
Essay and Youth Scholarships
- -------- . — -1
Mrs. Eleanor Sawyard, R. N„ an- success If I show up as a crook trucks, with power mowers, rakes, i
has worked now (or 40 years, sent hour is 11 o'clock.
their doings, and loving them dear
Alton A Lessard. Past Exalted nuoncer, Paul Huber and Mrs. and an exploiter of cheap labor in hovels, etc. and a working detail ' cause we had a small army of en
her to Munich for another year's
ly, Janet Berry is able to put into art training. The investment paid
Ruler of the Lewiston Lodge, well- Dorothy T. Folta, R. N , adminis tire picture, that’s just too bad.
for the Ground Force; a couple I listed men doing various things at
Stover Speaker
her pictures that pleasing and hu- ;
known throughout Maine, will be trator.
In the first place I had a house of chief petty officers would take that party, and it didn't matter
off; she is still with them.
man touch that makes them so | How did a middle-westerner come
the toastmaster for the banquet.
of 22 rooms, a ballroom and eight charge and the wheels began to whether they ate on my front
—KCOHAt Megunticook
sought after by authors of books
The Silver Jubilee Bal! and floor
Mrs. Blanchard B Smith 16 Lin baths, situated on 87 acres of land- grind. In this way w’indows were
(Continued On Page Three)
to settle in Maine? The editor of
written for the very young. Not one of the magazines on which she
show will follow at 9 p. m. in the coln street, Rockland brought in scaped scenery, which the Navy washed, floors scrubbed, grass cut.
Grange
On
Roads
satisfied with that she also finds j worked recommended a vacation on
twin ballrooms of the Augusta a supply of magazines.
had taken over during the First j leaves raked, hedges trimmed and
time to design Christmas cards j
Camden to Boston in less than House. Advance reservations indi
—KCnj»- World War. How I got this white j I even had them repair and paint
Monhegan Island. She enjoyed it
If I had my life to Uve again. I
for several large department store ever so much and when later on she four hours by automobile should be cate that these two events will be
The Sunshine Girls of the Jun elephant doesn't matter, but it was 37 wicker chairs from a surveyed
would have made a rule to read
chains and actually will start on met and married a man from Maine come a reality In the 1960’s, mem
ior
High
Class
of
Pratt
Memorial
assigned to me as living quarters lot, and install them in my two some poetry and listen to aome
attended by capacity crowds.
Monday a set of 20 Christmas cards Carroll Thayer Berry, it was only bers of Camden's Megunticook
There was no music at least once a week. The
On Sunday morning at 10 a. m., Method'st Church School, with while I was on duty at Great conservatories.
to be sold by several chains of Dime natural that both should settle Grange were told Wednesday eve
_
loss of these tastes Is a loss of
I. lived in isolated
trouble about workmen ™
for we had happiness
the Maine Elks Association will Mrs. Ivy G .Chatto. teacher, made Lakes,, There
........
—Charles Darwin.
stores not coming Christmas, but J
ning.
two scrapbooks for the children, splendor and watched the grass 25.000 men on the station, and all ;
__
there,
for
12
years
in
Damariscotta
commemorate
its
Silver
Jubilee
^the next year. 1954. She also draws
THE
PILGRIM WAY
E. A. Stover. Portland Cement Memorial Service at Cony High from unbleached muslin with the grow up on the lawns about me, the tools in the world. Inside of
and later in Rockport which they
the pen and ink sketches for the learned to like While Carroll was Association representative, added:
and
there
it
was
proposed
to
have
a
week
my
quarters
looked
like
thf
i
But
once
I
pas6
this way
School Auditorium. This Service animals stamped on the material
children's coloring books sold in working as an architect in Camden
home of the Gold Dust Twins, and
then ™ ?"ore' a<i »
"Express-highways will apparent is dedicated to the members who and colored with crayons.
the party
But once, and then the Silent Door
the same type of stores.
I took a day off and explored my all at no expense to me.
—KCGH—
Ship Yard during World War II. ly shape the future development of departed during the past year, and
Swings on its hinges—
Mrs. Berry does not like to be
The
Maine
State
Nurses
held
castle and adjacent grounds before
Of course we had $600 to spend Opens—closes
For a hobby, and as a change less-congested land areas in direct
compared with cartoonists. She' or vacation, Mrs. Berry paints water proportion to the attractiveness of for the first time all Elks ladies and their convention in Portland May I was ready to get down to busi but I never did really know what And no more
the
public
are
Invited.
feels that their work in a way is colors of Maine coastal scenes for such areas and, certainly the Cam
11 at Lafayette Hotel. Miss Elouise ness, and then I planned my cam happened to it. I suppose the I pass this way.
Following this service, the 25th
So while I may,
more difficult than hers, in another which she finds a ready market. den-Rockland coastal areas will not
Collier, R N., of Plainfield, N. J., paign with a cagey eye on the fu Finance Officer had to pay some With all my might
Annual Executive Session of the
gives them more leeway for ex- , She has exhibited at Chicago Art go begging."
assistant executive secretary of the ture. I had an idea that I could thing for the troup of barefoot I will essay,
Maine Elks Association at 10.30
pression. Cartoonists make up the | Institute, Sweatt Memorial Art
Picturing the 1970 decade, the
American Nurses Association spoke turn this whingding to my per daneprs which cavorted on my Sweet comfort and delight
a. m., to elect officers and transact
all I meet upon the Pilgrim
plot of the story as they go along, Gallery in Portland and Massachu speaker said:
on "Functions of the ANA and How sonal advantage, for that smiling west lawn, in the forest of fir trees To Way.
the business of the session.
and so have plenty of opportunity setts Workshop at Lincolnville.
"There will be 200 million AmeriIt Helps Nurses." Mrs Grace Bok bunch of enthusiastic party givers, we set up there as a stage setting For no man travels twice
At noon a buffet luncheon will be
to make changes as they see fit
Holmes of the International Chil who had shifted all responsibility for their use. The extra food' cost The Great Highway,
Pla.is are in the making for an [ cans with some 80 million motor
served at the Augusta Lodge of Elks
dren's Emergency Fund of the to my shoulders, had overlooked something too. but the officer in That climbs through Darkness on
exhibit of her work at the Farns vehicles at their disposal. So, it
in
honor
of
the
Past
Exalted
Rulers
to Light—
follow's that the prosperity and
of the Chow committee
United Nations, N. Y., was the one small detail in their plans, charge
worth museum during July.
....
, Through night
of the Maine Lodges, and at this
namely, that their bag holder was wangled the most of it from the To day.
Her present assignment is the progress of our children will be
speaker at the noon luncheon
luncheon the awards to the winners
also their boss.
general mess. He could do this be- I
—John Oxenham.
•COOP
book cover and the illustrations for dependent to a marked degree on
of the various tournaments will be
how
well
we
rebuild
our
great
net

The Joy Club of ‘he Nazarene
With a few private chuckles of
•The Little Lost Angel,’’ another
work of roads over the next 10 made.
Church made three scrap books for my own, I called up the Command
children's book.
The convention will be concluded the Childrens Ward. The girls ant and requested the co-operation
Her greatest thrill: To watch years."
at 1.30 p. m. on Sunday, June 7, were: Doris
Stover predicted:
Richards, Sandra of his office in preparing for the
customers buy “her” Christmas
"Without any great urging the when the new officers will meet in Richards and Nancy Monroe.
affair. That done, I Issued a regu
cards in preference to others.
executive session to set up their
lar Navy order giving those sideHer hobbies? Taking care of an taxpayers are seemingly certain to
budget and programs for the year.
steppera under my command more
husband, who deserves a classifica swing greater financial support be
The Augusta Emblem Club will be Ruth Mayhew Tent duties in connection with that
hind the tremendous problem of
OPENS TUESDAY, MAY 19
tion of "interesting person" in his
modernizing our highway system in charge of the luncheons for the
Since the last meeting, the party than they ever dreamed
own right; working in her lovely
because it seems obvious that our Exalted Rulers and the Past Exalt books of Ruth Mathew Tent have could exist. The committees I ap
garden; watching birds; photograeconomic salvation is at stake.”
ed Rulers, and will also provide a been duly audited. Sisters Pris pointed were novel ones in Naval
and,
of
all
things,
reading
phy.
Shore, Steak and Chicken Dinners
The Grangers were shown the buffet lunch program the three cilla Smith. Lizzie French, and circles, but there was no room for
detective stories. Also, even if she
film, "Pennsylvania’s Great High days ot the convention.
questions
or
misunderstanding.
Bessie Sullivan met at the home
did not tell us so. cooking exotic
ALSO A LA CARTE MENU
I had a Preparation Detail,
The Maine Elks Association, and of the secretary, Sister Eliza
dishes. We know she does that well way,” the story of the longest toll59-lt
road in the world—the 327-mile the 14 Maine Lodges, are well Plummer and council members whose task it was to give my house
for we have enjoyed several of
• Cooking is quicker end easier
concrete expressway that spans known for their charitable and Smith and French examined the
them, before we knew that our host
with Pymopax Gael Thare'a no
Pennsylvania.
philanthropical work. Their Crip books of the secretary and audited
waiting for elements to heat up— ess was Janet Laura Scott.
pled Children, Cerebral Palsy, the books of the terasurer, Sister
you gel maximum heal immediateJy.
HAVE YOU
The oay has passed when you Youth Activities and Christmas Lina Carroll. A possible candidate
Polks spend a few years of their
AUCTION SALE
You can select the exact heat you
want, from low simmer io full feet lives forming habits—and the rest could measure the character of a programs have placed this organi for the office of treasurer, left va
TRIED
name. Pybofax Gas glees you of their lives wishing they could man by the number of cylinders in zation ir an enviable place in each cant by the resignation of Sister
SATURDAY, MAY 16
trouble-free performance - means
his automobile.
,
of the 14 Maine communities.
CarroU, has been found and at the
get rid of them.
1.00 to 11.30 P. M.
neater efficiency in cooking, water
next meeting, the Tent will pro
heating, refrigeration. Come in snd
Legion Hall, Union, Me.
ceed to nominate, elect and insee us today.
staU the new treasurer.
YOUNG MAN
ATTENTION
There will be a Daughters’ sup
In this sale you will find many useful and interesting items.
per Monday night at 6.30. The
Partial list follows: Parlor Sets, Day Reds. Sofas. Club and
LEGION MEMBERS
WANTED
RAINBOW
regular meeting will convene at
Wing Chairs. Ladies' Desk, Single and Double Beds, Bedroom
7.30 when General Orders of the
Sets. Refrigerators. Washers, hundreds of New Lamps, partially
ICE CREAM
An Excellent Opportunity and a
Department will be read, and arnew Automatic Rendix Washer, ’j h. p. Electric Motor, good
Yon Are Requested To Attend the Funeral of
foporior BOTTUD OAS Sarrica
4 FLAVORS
as new. other Motors and Electrical Appliances. 2 Modern Pet
Steady Job For the Right Man.
rangemenlss discussed for attend ^Vanilla
Chocouncp
Legionnaire Walter F. Britto
Burners. Nice Bench Saw, Dishes, Tools, etc. Alee many pieces
ance at the convention of the De
Albert E. MacPhail
Sunday, May 17 at 2 P.M.
Strawberry
Pistachio £
Van Baalennot listed. Come to this sale and be assured ef a fair deal at
partment of Maine in WaterviUe,
At the Burpee Funeral Home.
all
times.
June
17
and
18.
445 MAIN ST.
TEL. 738
Heilbrun & Co. Inc.
PER ORDER: JACK A TONY
Ervin
L.
Curtis,
Chairman,
BOCKLAND. MK.
TELEPHONE 1385, ROCKLAND
For social items in The Courier59-1
Legion Funeral Committee.
58-59

The Ground Observers Corps is
holding open house Saturday from
8 a. m„ to 8 p. m., 'n observance
of Armed Fortes Week.
An invitation is extended to all
interested to visit them at that
time.
The Post is located in the cupola
of the Yacht Club, at the Public
Landing.

Health Portal
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Br
"Ralph vj. TVler
hunt, there is a thief; r person
who steals from every honest
hunter of our State.
I wouldn't know the exact spot,
but there are those who do and the
circmatances oould be something
like this—
A tired doe, feverish with fast
approaching motherhood wends
her way on slender, quivering legs
into the cool, lush valley not far
from dependable water. She is
alone, and carrying her living
burden close to her heart she
places each foot carefully on se
cure ground for her unborn.
I
j She listens often for danger
sounds and sniffs the air for the
odor of dog and man. When the
time comes there will be no warm
shelter with bedded straw. Only
the shelter of the woods she loves
and a bed of eool, sweet smelling
ferns beneath her.
Even the
father of her fawn will not be
close by to comfort her and the
only witness to her ordeal will be
the stars above and the forest
about her.
At last she finds the spot and
lingers about it fondly for a few
days, sleeping much by day to
keep her strength and feeding in
a nearby patch of new clover by
night.
It makes a picture of pristine
perfection as she dreams of the
coming little one. But her dream
was never to become true.
One night as she steps from the
shelter of the woods towards the
tender clover patch, a strong light
fixes her in its terrifying glare and
she freezes in her tracks.
A shot rings out and both of her
slender fore-legs are broken only
slightly above the hooves. A sec
ond shot tears mercilessly through
the flesh below her breast and
crushes the bones just below the
shoulder and she lays down and
dies under the stars that would
have been so silent and kind to
her when her baby catne.
That's the way she was found
the next day, for in his courage to
kill under the cover of darkness
when no one could see, the "yel
low” coward who shot her, lacked
the courage to take her lifeless,
fever tainted carcass into his pos
session, knowing that tomorrow
would bring the daylight and a
chance he might get caught.
Mercifully the State removed
her broken body from the field she
loved and trusted'.
The examination that preceded
a decent burial of her remains
that morning revealed that she
would, in a very few days, have
become the mother of twin fawns
Two little red-haired babies with
white spots and trusting placid
eyes, that would have grown to be
noble wild game in our forests
that may some day not shelter a
single cloven hooved game animal.
What is the answer to this and a
thousand similar violations in our
State each year.
The man or men that would do a
thing like this is not a hunter.
Estimates Free
Good hunters like to vie with
SPRUCE HEAD ISLAND
one another in honest competition.
Tel. 625-W3
That kind of competition is sport
57-tf
But when you are vieing with an
unscrupulous “thief” there is only
one answer.
MARINE
Turn him in. “Squeal.” (if you
want to call it that).
ELECTRONICS
It’s the quickest way to rid
KADIO - TELEPHONES
yourselves of these crooks.
And All Types of
The “good neighbor" philosophy
DEPTH INDICATORS
of living is great stuff, but thieves
Installed and Serviced.
aren’t good neighbors.
F.C.C. Licensed
• • • •
The May meeting of the Knox
Ray Kangas
Oounty Pish & Game Ass’n., origi
270 PARK ST.
ROCKLAND
nally scheduled for the 21st, has
TEL. 159-W
been postponed until May 28 and
53-S-tf
will be held in the Beaver Lodge

‘Poor John Clymer,"—The Sat
urday Evening Post i Issue of May
16) sports a most pleasing outdoor
cover painting oy artist John
Clymer, whose originality of com
position has made him one of the
favorite cover artists of this great
American periodical.
Here is an outdoor scene quite
Western in its distant mountains,
but quite local in its upstanding
spruces, glassy surfaced coves and
wading fishermen.
The “kids” and the chipmunk
family could be local too and art
ist Clymer has revealed his familiarity with the exact expression
of his wild subjects as well as that
of the youngster who oilers to
trade a morsel of food for this in
timate association with nature.
Whoever draws the word pic
tures of these covers of the Post
gives them a poetic nicety quite
uplifting to a home bound reader
and we can see artist Clymer
chained to his easel in Connecticut
all right, but in taking note of
the expression and posture of the
little “chip” reaching for the tid
bit in the girl’s hand and the one
just emerging from behind the
twisted limb, we're willing to bet
that Clymer and his easel weren’t
always so inseparable.
He's been there; and if the pic
ture was painted on the spot It
couldn't have been more perfectly
lifelike.
Do you know what those little
tails so tensely cocltel forward
over the tiny vibratnjg body
means?
If yonder boy should snap an
unseen twig or rustle a leaf to
break the placid silence of this
tense moment, the three little
"chips” facing the girl would
vanish like lightning in a blur of
ground squirrel color beneath the
log.
No animal I know displays his
confidence so completely but keeps
his "running gear” so ready as the
"chipmunk," he loves to trust hu
mans, but only jU6t so far from
a good safe hole.
•• • •
Pram Waldo County comes an
incredible story ol the illegal
slaughter of our most noble game
animal, the dieer.
Honest hunters, good sportsmen
and all citizens who regard our
wildlife with consideration will
raise their eyebrows at this statement, coming at this time of
closed season.
Right thinking people of this
area of our State know well the
pressure of the open season on our
deer herd and regard the closed
season as an interval of welldeserved immunity from hunters.
But right close at hand in the ser
vice area of Warden Walter Bissett of Camden, perhaps in the
very locality where you like to

Complete Home Building
and Repairs
H. M. BOWNESS, Builder

clubhouse at Alford Lake. It will
be the first regular meeting to be
held at the club's new location.
In this case the postponement
was caused by the late arrival of
suitable weather to dry the road,
move in the new equipment and
clean up the grounds and lodge for
occupancy.
Supper and program arrange
ments are not complete at this
writing but will be announced as
soon as completed.
More workers are needed at the
Sunday working parties held each
week, what has been done having
fallen on nearly the same few each
Sunday. .
New equipment including chairs,
tables, dishes and other essentials
are already at the lodge. Fuel,
power and telephone connections
will be made directly and it is
expected that Mr and Mrs. David
Beach of Rockland, who have vol
unteered to steward the big lodge
this season for the association, will
move into the dwelling quarters of
the club house within the week.
The date agaifi, Thursday, May
26.

Working party under direction
of ex-Warden Bill Davis every
Sunday.
*• • »
Chickawaukie gives with the
brown trout to trollers and worm
fishermen since the settling of the
weather.
Successful fishermen who have
reported to me are Wendell Flint,
Rockland, Deputy Sheriff Fulton,
Rockland, Ralph B Tyler South
Thomaston and Richard Freeman,
Glen Cove. Freeman's fish was
declared to be a salmon by sev
eral who saw it.
Under favorable conditions of
feed and in clear water, some
specimens of brown trout are read
ily mistaken for salmon. The
landlocked • is most distinctively
identified by dark blue backs and
white bellies with irregularly dis
tributed dark spots mostly above
the lateral line, none of which spot
the tail. The tail forks slightly.
Identification Is most positive
immediately after leaving the
water.
In lakes and ponds the brown
will rarely jump when being played
and is more inclined to “dog" at
the tight line. The bigger the fish
the deeper he will fight. Salmon
in Chickawaukie are a rarity over
the last decade and it has been
positively asserted by the Fish &
Game Dept. Hatchery Division,
that no salmon have been released
there in that period.
It is always possible in the
handling of over a million fish
that one could become mixed at
the hatchery or feeding stations.
•• • •
Recent Rumors:—
A 30-inch brown trout caught at
South Pond. (No further details).
Fish should have made “The One
That Didn't Get Away” Club.
Have seen no recent candidates for
this honor in this area.
Nice brook trout being taken at
various places along the Georges
river. Some fish up to 14 pounds.
A 24-inch brown recently caught
at Rocky Pond on spinning tackle.
Many sizable fish seen feeding
during evenings at Chickawaukie,
Sennebec, Hobbs, Lermonds and
down the Georges to below Hart's
falls.
Informant concludes they are
brown trout, busily absorbed with
natural food and cannot be tempt
ed to bite a baited hook or lure.

VINALHAVEN
MRS. EDWIN MADDOX
Correspondent
Telephone 187

Mr. and Mrs. C. L. Gregory are
enjoying a few days trip on the
mainland.
Miss Ruth Kolka of Boston,
Mass, is the guest of Mr. and Mrs.

ADMIRAL
CAPEHART

EMERSON
MOTOROLA

KOREAN VETERANS

Now Can Obtain Flight Courses Under G. I. Benefits
Non-Veterans May Obtain Same Courses at
Reasonable Rate Which Can Be Financed
By This School.

[EDITORIAL]
“FRIENDSHIP, LOVE AND TRUTH-’
The Odd Fellows of Maine truly exemplify in their ac
tions the meanings of their symbolic three links. Ample proof
of this exists in the new portable respirator at Knox County
General Hospital, which was presented by the men and
women of the organization.
The order has worked hard for the past year to raise the
large sum necessary to purchase eleven. of these expensive
machines so vital to the saving of human life. Knox Lodge
I.O.OF and Miriam Rebekah Lodge have worked faithfully
through many means to raise the fund, and the members take
much pleasure in being a part of the worthy effort.
AN ACTION TO BE EXPECTED
It is perfectly normal that the residents along Route One
should be stirred to action by the knowledge that the Port
land-Augusta super-highway is to be a reality in the near
future. There seems justifiable ground for the requests that
Improvements be made immediately on Route One and this
great coastal empire be made more readily available to sum
mer residents and tourists by means of a reasonably modern
highway.
The present super-highway is a functional traffic artery
and the extension to Augusta will be the same. The monoto
nous landscape is not anything to inspire the casual visi
tor with the beauties of Maine, but rather with the excellence
of the highway.
Route One is something else again, largely following the
general shore line and offering scenic beauty unsurpassed on
the Atlantic Coast. Let's modernize Route One at once, but
let’s not move it inland and let's not rob it of its character
and beauty through stereotyped landscaping. Nature is good
enough for anybody.

AN AMENDMENT VITAL TO YOU!
No graver action, aside from a declaration of war or
the impeachment of a president, can come out of Washing
ton than an amendment of the Constitution of the United
States. Unheralded and unsung, a resolution proposing an
amendment of utmost importance is in the hopper at this
moment.
On January 13 Representative Ralph W. Gwinn, Repub
lican of New York, introduced a joint resolution proposing
an amendment to the Constitution of the United States that
would prohibit the government from engaging in business in
competition with its citizens. This "Proposed 23rd Amend
ment” is staggering in its implications—it proposes that with
in three years after the ratification of the amendment by
three-fourths of the several states the government must be
entirely desocialized—a condition devoutly to be desired by
every earnest American.
The resolution is short and sharply to the point. Here
it is in its entirety and a word in its support to our Senators
and Representatives is respectfully requested.
HOUSE JOINT RESOLUTION 123
Resolved by the Senate and House of Representatives
of the United States of America in Congress as
sembled itwo-thirds of each House concurring there
in), that the following article is proposed as an
amendment to the Constitution of the United States,
which shall be valid to all intents and purposes as
part of the Constitution when ratified by the Legisla
tures of three-fourths of the several States.
"Section 1. The Government of the United
States shall not engage in any business, professional,
commercial, financial, or industrial enterprise except
as specified in the Constitution.
"Section 2. The Constitution or the laws of the
United States, shall not be subject to the terms ol
any foreign or domestic agreement which would abro
gate this amendment.
“Section 3. The activities of the United States
Government which violate the intent and purposes
of this amendment shall, within a period of three
years from the date of the ratification of this amend
ment, be liquidated and the properties and facilities
affected shall be sold."
(End of Resolution).
Extension Ass’n. Meeting

Father's Night

The regular monthly meeting of
the Knox-Lincoln County Exten
sion Association will be held in the
Union Church vestry on Tuesday.
The business meeting will be held
at 5 p. m., supper at 6. The sup
per committene will be Charlotte
McDonald, Hazel Dyer and Muriel
Lane. The subject for this meet
ing is "Easy Every Day Desserts."
In connection with Home De
monstration week, which was held
May 4th to 11th, an exhibit by the
Extension Association was on dis
play at McIntosh Store on Main
street. This display included silk
screening, Swedish weaving and
plastic pocketbooks all made by
members of the association.

Fathers Night will be observed
at the regular meeting of the PTA
on May 25 when Richard Hebert of
the Maine Publicity Bureau will
be the guest speaker and will
show colored views of the 8tate of
Maine from Kittery to Fort Kent
and from Eastport to Rangeley All
will be welcome so make your
plans to attend.
Mrs. Josephine Clayter was host
ess to the Night Hawks on Wednes
day night lor the usual weekly eve
ning of conversation and handi
work. Refreshments were served.
Rehearsals are being held twice
a weeks for the "Odds and Ends"
show, a musical revue which will
be presented May 29th in the Me
Many a man who tried to get
morial Hall. Many of the old fa something for nothing is now only
vorites will be seen, with some new a hitch-hiker.
talent as well. This is under the di
rection of Arthur Brown with
Grace Peterson directing the dance
R. Ferrara
routines.
Mrs. Vera
Johnson returned
home on Wednesday, after spend Shoe Repair Shop
ing the past few days in New Ha
ven, Oor.n„ as guest of her brother
and wife Mr. and Mrs. Meredith
Trefry.
Year 'Round
Grace Peterson and Nina Elwell
were Rockland visitors on Wednes
475 MAIN STREET
day.
ROCKLAND, MAINE
Mrs. Susie Small is a patient at
54-59
the Knox Hospital in Rockland.

CLOSED MONDAYS
Starting May 11

LEARN TO FLY
VETERANS AND NON-VETERANS

Ladies' Leagues Of RAIN BADGERING PASTIMERS AS
Lucky Strike Dined TIME FLIES—COACHES MAY SHOOT
At Lobster Pound
THE WORKS IN MONDAY GAMES

THE COURIER-GAZETTE
Editor and Publisher, JOHN RICHARDSON

Burton Dyer.

BITLER CAR &
HOME SUPPLY

CAPABLE MEN WANTED

<76 MAIN ST.
BOCKLAND
“We Serviee What We SeU”

We Have Openings for

COURSE BEGINNING MAT 30

Leon White, Commercial Flying For 10 Years
Will Be Instructor.

KNOX COUNTY FLYING SERVICE
ROCKLAND MUNICIPAL AIRPORT
TEL. 8091
____________________

BOCKLAND, ME.
56-T&S-tf

MILLER’S
GARAGE
DeSOTO, PLYMOUTH
81-81 RANKIN
ROCKLAND
M-tf

Tuesday Game
Camden at Rockland (1.30 p. m.)
Davis (2-0) or Crabtree (0-1) vs.
Johnson (1-0) or Levinthal (0-2).
Leavitt At Thomaston
Thomaston High School will play
Leavitt Institute of Turner Satur
day at 2 o'clock at Thomaston. It
will be the first round of play for
both clubs. Not much is known of
the strength of the Leavitt team.
Clyde Hatch will probably pitch
Dennis Sawyer - in this Class M
battle.

'p

SEVEN TREE GRANGE

Guest Officers Night was ob
served at our Grange Wednesday
evening with the following officers
in the chairs:
Master, Earl Tolman, Mt. Fleasant; Overseer, Charles Cargill,
Evening Star; Lecturer, Ruth Wiley
White Oak; Steward, Wendall Den
nison, Mt. Pleasant.
Assistant steward, Mr. Stanton,
Grandview; Chaplain, Addie Ten
ney, Pioneer; Treasurer, Hazel
Gammon, White Oak; Secretary,
Bernys Jameson, Goodwill; Gate
keeper, Mr. Douglass. Mt. Pleasant
Ceres, Frances
Tolman, Mt.
Pleasant; Pomona, Nancy Cargill,
Evening Star; Flora, Veda Scott,
Pioneer; Lady Assistant Steward,
Marlene Knight, Pioneer; Execu
tive Committee, Bernice Young and
George Layr of Pioneer and Joshiah Jameson, Goodwill.
A program of reading, jokes, sto
ries and music was presented by
the above guests.
Supper was served following the
close of the Grange and was in
charge of Sister Lorraine Gleason.
Seven Tree Grange served a tur
key supper to the Lions Club Mon
day night. Nearly $22 was added
to the treasury.
We nave been invited to work the
First and Second Degrees Friday
May 22. at White Oak Grange. It
was voted to accept the invitation
and the Master has called for a re
hearsal Tuesday, May 19.
At the next regular meeting of
Seven Tree the Lecturer will fea
ture a program on Safety and a
prize will be awarded the person
presenting the best safety slogan.

SURE I
WISECRACK

STEN»
FOLKS*

But, I get serious, too.
And when it comes to
facts, I stick right to ’em.
I'll be seeing you regu
larly soon and hope we
get to be good friends.

59-lt

FOR THE MONTH OF MAY

WE WILL BUY THE
TIRES ON YOUR CAR
DURING SEIBERLING'S "TRIP TO PARIS"

SAFETY TIRE CONTEST

WE OFFER A MINIMUM OF

$OA00 ALL0WANCE
For the Set Of Four Tires On Your Car
In Trade For a Set of Four New

YAII ^us
*

j*

Seiberling Safety

SAVE Economy and Guarantee

LET US APPRAISE YOUR TIRES AND SURPRISE YOU
WITH OUR TRADE PRICES

EXPERIENCE - GOOD APPEARANCE
and DEPENDABILITY
Are Essential Qualifications.

Good opportunity for advancement for the right
men. Apply in person to Mr. Silver at

WALDOBORO GARAGE CO.
rookland

Monday’s Games
Thomaston at Vinalhaven. Den
nis Sawyer (1-1) vs. Chilles (2-0)
or Guilford (0-1).

SPECIAL OFFER

Than Cheaper Tires

Automobile Mechanics

ENKOLLMENTS NOW BEING TAKEN FOR

GOOD CLEAN USED CARS

By Bill Judkins

Thursday's edition of the Knox
Division of the Knox-Lincoln
League was postponed because of
rain.
The
Camden-Vinalhaven
game, which would have temporar
ily settled first place, has been put
over to the week of May 25. The
Tiger-Thomaston duel, intended to
lift the cellar, will be played also
on a later date.
Monday, Vinalhaven and Thom
aston are at lt again and Tuesday
sees Camden at Rockland. If Rock
land and Thomaston should pull
them out of the fire, the Knox
Division will be all tied up again,
with each club having a 2-2 record.
Due to the postponement of
Thursday's games it is expected
that the four coaches will shoot
the works with their aces. Monday,
lt will probably be Paul Chilles (2-0)
against Thomaston's Dennis Saw
yer (1-1).
In Rockland Tuesday, Mike Di
Renzo will probably try to stop the
Mustangs of Camden with Floyd
Johnson. The slim righthander
owns a 1-0 record. He looked real
good in beating Camden the last
time out.
Coach Dool Dailey is likely to
send ace Ted Davis (2-0) against
the Tigers. However, it might be
Johnny Crabtree (0-1), who lost a
5-4 three-hitter to Rockland a week
ago, and is ready to go.
With Rockland finally starting to
collect base hits, they may give
Camden plenty of trouble. They
are at home too, and that doesn't
hurt their chances any.
Remembering that coach Clyde
Hatch has a young ball club and
that Vialhaven is a co-loop leader
it would appear, on paper, that the
Islanders might get by in this one.
However, Dennis Sawyer and Al
Moody are becoming quite a oattery and if the, for the most part,
young, green infield and outfield
can give them good support, they
might spill Ute Tibbettmen.
Take your choice, both ball
games should be good ones, well
worth seeing.
Here are the present Knox Divlsion standings
Knox Division
Pct.
L
W
667
1
2
Camden
.667
I
2
Vinalhaven
.333
2
1
Rockland
.333
2
1
Thomaston

Trade at
LESS

and

WILL BUY

The Ladies Leagues of the Lucky
Strike Alleys, held their 13th an
nual banquet and awarding of pri
zes at the Lobster Pound, Lincoln
ville Beach on Monday May 10 with
47 present. The tables were very
attractively decorated with a large
May oasket filled with flowers, as
a centerpiece and individual May
baskets as placecards. Winnie Bur
kett served as chairman of the de
corating committee with Sara Bagley assisting. Seated at the head
table were the members of the win
ning teams. The Diamonds' ol the
FourFlusher League: Capt. Sara
Bagley, Winnie Burkett, Gladys
Whittier, Ethel Savage, Margaret
Colwell and Dora Pckard. The
Deuces, of the Nighthawk League:
Capt. Dot Poland, Kay Walsh. Mu
riel McFarland, Marguerite Knowl
ton and Nellie Butler. The Jacks
of the Nighthawk League were run
ners up and were Capttained by
Dolly Deane, with Rebecca Emery,
Claire Campbell, Dot Poterm, Joan
Williams and Betty Clark. Both
winning teams and runners up were
awarded individual oscars. Other
prizes awarded in the Fourflusher
League, trophies to Virginia Heal,
high average, 92.18 and high single
135; Glanina Ames, 2nd high aver
age, 9155, Margaret Colwell, State
Champion 3rd average 91.41, and
2nd nigh total 323. Ethel Savage
4th average 90.68 and 3rd high to
tal 320; Lillian Richards. 5th aver
age 90 48. 2nd high single 134 and
high total 330.
One hundred per cent attendance
prizes went to Benny Whittier, Dot
Aylward and Kay Marcello. Gloria
Manning received an oscar for be
ing the 270 club champion of this
league and Dot Aylward and Paul
ine Leo, pins, for their single strings
of 120. In the Nighthawk League,
Joan Williams a trophy for high
average 88.1, high single 145, and
high total 328, also an oscar for
being the 300 club champion of the
alleys. Trophies went to Arlene
Clark 2nd average 87.10 and 2nd
high single 125, Nellie Butler 3rd
average 87.2 and an oscar for the
270 club championship of this
league. Dot Poland 4th average
85.53 and Helen Marriner 5th aver
age 85.12 and 3rd high total 304.
One hundred per cent attendance
prizes in this league were awarded
to Mae Murray, Arlene Clark, Joan
Williams. Nellie Bitler, Dot Poland,
Kay Walsh, Muriel McFarland, Avis
Rainfrette and Dolly Deane. 300
Club pins were presented to new
members, Pauline Leo, Helen Mar
riner and Joan Williams.
Regina Jensen was presented a
gift from the league for serving as
treasurer and Dora Packard flowers
and a gift for managing the leagues.
A musical program under the di
rection of Benny Whittier and Dot
Aylward was greatly enjoyed by all,
with Kay Libby, Ethel Savage, Dot
Aylward, Phyllis Brown, Rebecca
Emery, Benny Whittier, Gianina
Ames, Virginia Heal, Arlene Clark
and Mae Murray taking part.

SEIBERLING SAFETY TIRES

Service Station Attendants
WE

Tuesday-Thursday-Saturday

MARITIME OIL COMPANY
AND
CALSO SERVICE STATIONS

MAINE

ROCKLAND CAMDEN UNION
59-3-65

57-69
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ST. GEORGE

GAR History and
TALK OF THE TOWN

Missionary Society

Mother's Day Were

At the Tuesday night meeting of
the Missionary Society at the home
Thursday's Themes
of Mrs. Marion Barnes a review of
The New Nadeau's Inn on Route
Coming Events
the book “Roll On, Wagon Wheels,’’
I at Waldoboro wiU open Tuesday
Edwin Libby Relief Corps met
by Hugh F. Frame was read by
Social and community events the 19th. Again this year the Na Thursday night with Mrs. Gert
Mrs. C-ladys Gregory. This dealt
are solicited for this calendar. AU deaus will feature shore, steak and
are free and spaoe here cannot be chicken full course dinners with of rude Salo presiding. Mrs. Eliza
with the life of Robert Moffat a
There will be a full rehearsal for
purchased
Strictly commercial
beth Vinal acted as conductor
Scotch missionary in South Africa. all Girl Scouts and Brownies for
affairs, sales, suppers, dances, can course, an a la carte menu.
during the session and Mrs. Velma
Miss Leola Robinson read a let the Court of Awards, Wednesday,
not be accepted The decision of
4
the editor ls final.]
ter received from a college in Man May 20 at 330 p. m. at the Com
"Major Barde, come out here Marsh read an interesting report
agua, Nicaragua telling of the work munity Building. AU leaden plan
Mf.y 16—Armed orces Day observed quick! The photo engraving ma on the Past Presidents’ meeting.
in Brunswick.
being done there in Christian Ed to attend with their girls.
chine is smoking like everything” Miss Alice Smalley gave a report
May 17 — Knights of Columbus
Girl Scout Troop 6 with their
ucation.
sputtered
an
excited
feminine
voice
Communion Breakfast, Thorn
on her activities as chairman of
Mrs. Hilda Hawkins sang the se- leaders entertained their mothers
yesterday morning as Major Elmer
dike Hotel, 9 a. m.
j lection "Did You Think To Pray?” at a covered dish supper on Wed
May 16—Knox County WCTU. Barde was about his accustomed welfare.
Convention, Thomaston Baptist
I The patriotic instructor’s proaccompanied by Mrs. Dora Hawkins nesday at the St. Peter's Under
Church A.M. and P.M. sessions duties in The Courier-Gazette of j gram was read by Mrs. Eliza
croft. Forsythia and green candles
at the piano.
May 19—Rebekahs meet at Odd fice. Responding on the double, he Plummer, which included the obwere used as centerpieces on the
We
were
glad
to
hear
that
Mrs.
Fellows HaU, 6.30 p. m.
ran smack into a group of his grin
| servanoe of Mother’s Day and Me
May 20—Knox-Lincoln Past Grand ning fellow
! Ardelle Hazelton is slowly regain- tables, to carry out the Girl Scout
workers gathered
morial Day. Mre. Evelyn St. Clair
and Past Noble Grand Associa
ing her health. We miss her at our colors of green and yeUow. The
tion will meet in Union, 6.30 p.m. around a king-size cake, beauti read of the parade held in Bos
girls made Maybaskets as favors
meetings.
May 21—Theta Rho Girls' Club, fully decorated and bearing the ton, Aug. 13, 1890, when it took
hife
The refreshments were delicious for their mothers, and also assistOdd Fellows’ Hall, 7 p. m.
sugar-sweet words, "Happy Birth5 hours and 40 minutes to pass the
and attractively served with Louise ed
setting the tables, serving
May 21—Emblem Club meets at
??-„S£aJ?r,J?"de:LWnh "Semper, Globe building. This was the peak
Elks Home, 630 p. m.
Ervin and Gladys Gregory assist- I and cleaning up, as part of the
Phoio
by
Jura
Fidelis
”
boldly
written
across
the
May 21—Theta Rho Girls’ Club
of the membership in the G.AJt.,
I requirement for their hostess
labor to refreshment" is one of the calls at some fraternal orders. The same call went out ing the hostess.
meets, Odd FeUows Hall, 7 p. m. top, honoring his long service in 40,000 veterans, 4400 Sons of Vet in The“From
Courier-Gazette shop Thursday. When the last section of the large Cement Co. anniversary edition
Those present were Mrs. Robert t,adg6'
May 21—(Emblem Club social the Marine Corps.
erans, 134 bands, 4 bugle corps and had gone to press Publisher John Richardson called his faithful co-workers from labor to refreshment.
After supper they entertained
meeting Elks Home.
Carey, Miss Leola Robinson, Mrs.
600 naval veterans in the parade.
May 21—Star Masonic Club Min
Lillian Brown. Mrs. Ena Hawkins, I their guesU wdth folk dan6ing’
State and county officials have Now one lone veteran remains, BESSIE LANE PHILBROOK
cer who had held out for holding
strels at ’Keag Grange Hall
The leader, Mrs. Dorothy Bird and
Commander Reed
May 22—The annual Girl Scout approved an expenditure of $66,000 Comrade Woolson. age 106, of Du
it in the Hostess House, on the Mrs. Dora Hilt, Mrs. Addie Hilt, assistants. Mrs. Thelma SmaU and
Bessie May Philbrook who died
Mrs.
Gladys
Hocking,
Mrs.
Winni

Court of Awards at the Com for the construction of a new steel
grounds that if it was held in my
luth, Minn., Sr. V. Commander of May 8, was the daughter of the late
Mrs. Evangeline Sylvester, were
(Continued Prom Page One)
munity Building.
and concrete span from the main the once numerous Grand Army of Manfred and Ida Lane Phi'orook.
nouse, it would be regarded as my fred Milne, Miss Joyce Barnes, Mrs. presented with gifts and corsages
May 22—Dance at American Legion
lawn
or
in
their
own
mess
halls
Louise Ervin, Mrs. Gladys Gregory,
Home by Drum and Bugle Corps land to Spruce Head Island. The the Republic.
from the troop and their mothers.
She is survived by a sister. Mrs , The chow committee set up 50 party. This hadn’t set very wel)
Mrs. Ruth Ann Harvey, Mrs. Dora
May 25 — Birthday Observance, Town of South Thomaston will
with
me
for
a
number
of
reasons,
Mrs. Plummer read of the organ Alton W. Richards; an aunt, Mrs. square tables at various spots in
The supper concluded a very
Hawkins, Mrs. Etta HaU, Mrs Hil
Ruth Mayhew Tent, D.U.V.
contribute $3800 of the total.
izing of the GAR by Maj. Stephen Nancy L. Clark of New York; a the patio and on the lawns, and a and so, when the time came, I put
happy and successful scout asso
May 26—Knox County Fish and
da
Hawkins,
Miss
Nannie
Kinney,
ciation for the year for Troop 6,
son and Rev. Mr. Rutledge in 111- cousin, Mrs. Henry Rogers of Bur force of Hospital Corpsmen in that bird in charge of the Demoli
Game
Ass’n. Supper-Meeting
Mrs. Marion Barnes.
The poultry queen candidate
Beaver Camp. Lodge, Alford
although they didn’t start their
inois on April 6, 1866, an organiza- lington. Mass., who were with her white uniforms served, as waiters, tion Squad. We balanced our ac
from the county who will compete
The next meeting wiU be held at meetings until after the first of
Lake. Eaat Union.
tion of veteran soldiers to perpet- through her illness, also two aunts The Station orchestra furnished counts when I watched him clean
May 28—2-Piano Recital, Farns for the state title at Belfast uate the memories of their service. Mrs. Ada Martin and Mre. Edward | music for dancing in the ball-room I uf> my house and gTounds for
the nome of Mrs. Dora Hawkins the year. The troop also wishes
worth Museum, under auspices Broiler Days ln July wiU be chosen
with Miss Katherine Aagesen as to thank Mrs. Alice Soule for her
of Rubinstein Club.
Politics nearly wrecked the order. Bickmoie. Three uncles, John W. and a detail from the band played in the two days immediately foP
April 29 — Rehearsal Lafayette at a meeting of the Knox County Also a public letter by Henry Towle Lane, Walter H. Lane and Milton concert music in a boat on my pri- j lowing the main event. He was sisting.
help in troop meetings
Auxiliary at Odd Fellows HaU, Poultry Improvement Association
I game, however, and did a fine job
The Girl Scout Council and
denouncing
the
proposed
change
in
phiforook,
also
several
cousins
survate
lake,
while
we
ate.
at Simonton Comer the evening
730
hedges and said, “This place looks Troop 6 are very grateful to Fr.
I with his clean-up crew.
dates
of
celebrated
holidays
namev
i
v
e.
Funeral
was
from
her
late
Had
an
average
taxpayer
May 30—Memorial Day.
of May 19.
Later, when the party had to me Uke a big institution ol Kenyon for his kindness in giving
ly Washington’s birthday, Memor- home, May 12.
j dropped in on that party and inJune 5-7—The Maine Elks’ Asso
passed into history. I had this offi some kind. I’U say one thing how them the use of the Undercroft for
ciation, Silver Jubilee Conven
Brigadler General Kenneth P. jiaJ Day and Impendence Day.
The beautiful floral tributes from quired into what was going on he cer over to dinner and received ever, it isn't an institution for the
tion at Augusta.
a troop meeting place.
June 6-7—National Association of Lord. USA (ret.) will serve as Por 85 years we have »rried out friends and neighbors testified to probably would have had a con- from him one of the finest cornpH- mentally deficient.” Under the
grand
marshal
of
the
American
|
°«
n
Logan
’
s
orders
and
it
would
the
’
ove
and
esteem
she
held
in
niption
fit,
yet
it
didn't
cost
him
Postmasters in Bangor.
It’s easy for a man to make mon
| ments I ever had. He looked out circumstances that remark em
June iz, 13, 14—Business & Pro Legion parade. Active and retired ‘ ** an insult to the memory of those their hearts. The bearers were Nel- a cent. We merely utilized facilifessional Women’s Club, State officers of the Armed Forces will Jbrave men who did 80 much to son Crockett, Howard Crockett, Jr., ties at hand to give everybody a | through my shining windows and barrassed me considerably, but ey on the stock market if he will
G. H. Reed.
keep out of it.
over the well-trimmed lawns and what could I say?
Convention at Samoset Hotel.
make this the greatest country on of Rockland, Frederick Richards K<x>d time with no stoppage of
June 14—Flag Day.
serve as his aides.
June 15—Emblem Club Installation
the face of the globe, to change and Roland Richards of Rockport. regular routine work.
Elks Home, 8 p. m.
There were 300 officers and their
Miriam Rebekah Lodge will now.
| Rev. James Dagino of the Little"Moil Orders Filled"
June 16, 17, 18—Maine Federation meet Tuesday. Sewing Circle will
wives present that night, all in
Others
taking
part
in
his
prog
e
id
Memorial
Church
officiated,
of Women’s Clubs at Samoset.
she was laid to rest in the fam- evening uniform, ball gowns and
June 19-20-21 — American Leg on meet at 2 p. m., supper will be gram were Mrs. Ada Simpson, at
Convention in Rockland
served at 630 with Annie Aylward, the piano; Mrs. Salo, a solo; Mrs. gy lot at Sea View cemetery. The gold lace. As the cars rolled up
JUne 28—Meeting of Postmasters, president of the circle, chairman. Mildred Condon, reading, “Moth- Russell Funeral Home was in I my newly manicured driveway, and
at the Langsford House, Cape
the lights strung up by electricians
The meeting will start at 730, fol er O’ Mine;’’ Mrs. Mae Cross “Me- charge of the service,
Porpoise.
from the Radio School shone down
lowed by rehearsal of the degree mories of Mother;” Mre. Margaret
July 4—Independence Day.
on the arriving guests, things
July’ 16—Camden Garden Club staff.
Rackliff, “Mothers Love;” Mrs. WALTER F. BRITTO
Open House Day, 11 a. m. to
Walter F. Britto, 57, of 31 Cedar [ moved along with snap and orElizabeth
Vinal,
"Flanders
Fields;
”
5 p. m.
The
Two new members were wel Velma Marsh and America’s Re- street- died Wednesday night at dered precision of military affairs.
July 31-Aug. 1-2—Maine Seafoods comed into the Rockland Rotary
ply,
Mre.
Millie
Thomas.
Miss
Alice
To
8
us
after
a
lon
*
mness
’
He
waa
a
and
the
866116
was
gay
and
color
‘
festival, Rockland.
Club, yesterday, Franklin Wood Smalley read of the first Mother’s retired grocer.
I ful- I W€nt down to inspect a
Coast Guard officials are now of Rockland, surveyor, civil engi Day and it’s founder; Mre. Cath- I Born at Rockland, son of George break in the powerline which had
boarding all small craft in the neer and real estate broker and Al erine Libby, a dedication to Moth- | W. and Carrie (Colson) Britto. he temporarily extinguish^ he sjx>te
area in the annual spring inspec Heller, transferring from the New er’s and "Painting That Mother of was a veteran of service in World bghts which illuminated the band
War j
in the boat on the lake and
tion. Mr. Wright of the Coast York Club. He is a retired big- Mine.”
He is survived by his widow, Mrs. stopped for a moment to get an
Guard Moorings suggests that time figure in the world of steel,
The GAR and Memorial Day will
Edna R. Britto; a son, Richard F. overall view of the lay out 11
small boat owners who wish to now devoting his energies to rais
be the subjects on the program in
Britto; a daughter, Mrs. Fern Ames I looked g°od and I was satisfied
avoid being overhauled and board ing tuberous begonias at his beau
OUTPERFORMS—
the next meeting.
ed underway come alongside the tiful Ginn’s Point estate. Leforest
of Bangor; a sister, Mrs. Gladys that my crew had done a good job
'ALL
OTHER WATCHES
cutter Snohomish at their con Thurston was welcomed home
Studley; his father, George W. All details meshed well into the
from
the
south.
The
speaker
was
picture
and
everybody
was
appar

venience and ask for inspection.
i enlarged to show detail
Britto; one grandson and several
AT ANY PRICE!
State Livestock Specialist Samuel
ently having a fine time.
NORTH HAVEN
nieces and nephews.
It was the firat party I ever had
WiUiam Grist of Auburn. Na F. Dorrance who traced beef
MRS BARBARA ADAMS
American Legion funeral services
anything to do with, which lasted
tional Drum Corps committeeman cattle from the second voyage of
Correspondent
will be conducted Sunday afternoon
for two days after it was over, and
Telephone 75-13
will meet with American Legion Columbus in 1493, through the
at 2 o’clock at the Burpee Funeral
because of that I had my private
Convention Committeemen Sunday Spanish cattle days In the South
Home, the Rev. Howard Welch of
grin. When the affair had first
at 2 p. m., in Winslow-Holbrook- west, told of the tough and rugged
Annual School Concert
Kennebunk officiating.
been proposed there was one offlMerritt Post Home. The next reg Texas longhorns of the 1800 up to
The annual concert of the North
Burial
will
be
in
Seaview
ceme

0’
ular meeting of the Legion Con the days oxen were popular, not as Haven school children will be held tery at Rockland.
MAYNARD R. CHAPMAN
vention Corporation wUl be at the food but for labor, then he dis in the North Haven Bapitst
Maynard R. Chapman, 55, died
CARD OF THANKS
same place
Wednesday night. cussed the first rail and steamer Church on Monday. May 25, at 730
shipments of 1860 and the rise of
We wish to thank our relatives, Saturday, May 9 in a Portland hos
May 20.
p. m. Every class in the schools friends and neighbors for the
the Herefords.
pital. where he had been a patient
will participate. A splendid musi beautiful flowers, cards and the
i>
for four weeks.
Starting Monday, May 18, Jack’s
many
acts
of
kindness
shown
us
cal evening is assured. Mrs. Aus
Mr. Chapman was born in Vinal
Place—Camden street, across from
during
the
loss
of
our
brother
tin R. Joy, school director of music
Maynard Chapman, with especial
No services at Methodist Church
Van Baalen’s will open at 10 a. m.
is arranging and directing the thanks to Woodcoek-Cassie-Coomb6 haven, where he attended the pub
Sunday, May 17, due to Conference
lic schools and for many years made
59-lt
program.
School children are Post, American Legion.
in Auburn.
Mrs. Eleanor Jeanette Gregory, it his home. As a young man his
selling tickets in advance and the
Women’s Summer Casuals. Nar
proceeds will go towards the spe Arthur L. Chapman. ______ 50*It seafaring career included service
DIED
row and Wide Widths. U. S. “Keds”
as deck hand on the Steamer J. T.
Rogers—At Sailors’ Snug Harbor, cial school fund.
and "Kedettes”. Quality Shoe Shop
Morse
and Steamer Vinalhaven.
That Generations
Staten Island. N Y„ May 12, Wil
310 Main street, Rockland, Me.
Later he engaged in fishing out of
CARD OF THANKS
liam E. Rogers, age 94 years.
57-50
I wish to thank the neighbors
Portland. On Navy Day in 1941 Mr.
Hyler — At Camden, May 14.
to Come may
George W. Hyler of Rockport, age and friends for all their kindness
Chapman enlisted in the Naval Re
Remember
©
82 years. Funeral Sunday at 2 during the illness and death of
serve where he saw much active
THERMOPANEZ^ p. m. from Simmons Funeral my sister Bessie Philbrook. Special
thanks to her nurses. Mrs. Eva
service in foreign waters. He had
Home, Warren.
Post, Mrs. Lindsey and Mrs. Perry
been employed by the City of Port
PLATE GLASS -Z MIRRORS
for their excellent care. Dr. Allen
land for the past several years,
and
Dr.
Brown;
all
the
lately as Engineer at the Deering
nurses and staff of Knox County
Hospital for courtesies shown me
44 OCEAN VIEW RD CAPE ElIZABE’h ME
High School.
If you’d like to fully Un
at that time. Many thanks for
Services were conducted in Port
derstand the benefits pro
58-60
the lovely flowers, cards, and the
land Sunday by the Harold T. An
vided by our funeral pre
loan of cars.
Also the Rev.
Dagino and the attendants of the
drews Post of American Legion of
arrangement plan send for
REMEMBER! DAY'S will give you the
Russell Funeral Home for their
which he was a member. The body
AND QUESTIONS ANSWERED >1.
our folder
kindnesses.
Biggest Trade-in Allowance for your old
accompanied by Mr. and Mre. Ar
59-lt
Mrs. Alton W. Richards.
watch regardless of make or condition.
thur Chapman was brought here
HOTEL THORNDIKE, TUESDAY
for burial and services were held
DAVlSFUNfRRlHOMfS
May 19 9-9, Wed. 9 a. m.-2.36 p. I
Monday at the Headley Funeral
, America's Greatest Watch Value I
55-60
FAWN colored female Cocker
Parlors. Rev. W. S. Stackhouse of
l ’.'
PASTA. AVF
Spaniel lost In vicinity of Rock
ficiated. Surviving him are a son
J
J4 ?M5
MD
ROtaPOA’
land-Rockport Lime Co. If found
Maynard, Jr., of California, a sis
please CALL 1003-R. Reward
ter, Mre. E. Jeannette Gregory of
56-61
RUSSELL
n choosing a family mono*
Vinalhaven and a brother Arthur
ment, your choice is not
>’1
L. Chapman of Portland. He was
Funeral Home
only for your lifetime, but
RUBBER STAMPS
laid to rest in the family lot in
for
generations
to come. We can
CARL M. STILPHEN
Licensed Real Estate Broker
kelp you find lasting satisfaction
ANY SIZB
Carver's cemetery. Floral tributes
LADY ASSISTANT
K ■
Business Opportunities
through our wide selection of Rock
were beautiful and were from rel
On Order at
24 HOUR AMBULANCE
of Ages family monuments. Each is
Cottages, lots and Dwellings
hocked
hy
a
signed
guarantee
to
atives, friends and associates in
176 MAVERICK ST.
TEL. 1538
SERVICE
peat F*** heirs, or your descendants.
35-tf
Portland and Vinalhaven. The
bearers were members of Wood• CLAREMONT STREET
cock-Oassie-Coombs Po6t of Vinal
STATESMAN
SENATOR
MISS UNIVERSE
ROCKLAND, ME.
AMERICAN GIRL I
17 Jewels
1-tf
17 J swsli
haven; Carl Williams, Everett Lib
17 Jewels
17 J,well
expansion bracelet
expansion bracelet ]
I expansion band 1
by, David Duncan, Clyde Poole,
84250
»4950
»59’°
Bruce Grindle, Woodrow Bunker
»397’
and Alec Hood.
Knex-Llnceln-Waldo Conotie*

Hie Hrfect

M&fch for the

Buuna

Active Man!

S©abe®

UNION

WINDOWS W

NO MONEY DOWN

PRIVATE READING

Rev. Ruth Mathias, advisor

TOO LATE TO CLASSIFY

BULOVA..

l

JAMES S. COUSENS

I

THE COURIER-GAZETTE

PHONE 701

Chester Brooks

MONUMENTS BY DORNAN
FOR 70 YEARS
During All These Years We Have
Furnished Monuments of
QUALITY AND VALUE
Good By Comparison

BURPEE

PHONE THOMASTON 17#

Funeral Home

Ambulance Service
TELS. $M—«M-M

118-112 LIMEROCK BT.
ROCKLAND, MK

l-4f

liam E. Dornan & Son, Inc.
Main Office-Showroom, Thom&atos
Manufacturing Plant, Eaat Union

WARREN
CAMDEN

TEL. 98
TEL 2151

CASH - CHARGE - SMALL WEEKLY PAYMENTS

S-S-tf
WILLIAM E. ROGERS
ZjfirjX

w

ea wd •

** *•“ ''

*

A U TH ORIZIO

O I A I I R

CLAYT BITLER
Wants to See YOU About

good/^ear
TIRES

Committal services for William
Rogers. 94, formerly of
Rockland who died Tuesday night
at Sailors Snug Harbor at Staten
Island, N. Y., were conducted Fri
day afternoon at 2 o'clock at
Achorn cemetery here with the
Rev. J. Charles MacDonald ot the
First Baptist Church officiating.
Rogers was born August 5, 1858.
and was a retired mariner.

Edward

He is survived by a son, Ernest

Rogers of Rockland; and a broth
er, Carl Rogers of California.

$.7
378 MAIN ST. - ROCKLAND
ALSO SHOP DAY’S -------■ BANGOR - WATERVILLE

SS-lt

Price* include federal tax

OPEN SATURDAY 9 ’til 9
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USE OUR CLASSIFIED ADS

MRS RENA CROWELL
Correspondent
Telephone 250

INEXPENSIVE—EFFECTIVE
FOR SELLING, BUYING, RENTING SERVICES
HERE'S HOW LITTLE IT COSTS
Advertisements In this column not to exceed three lines Inserted
once for 50 cents, three times, one dollar. Additional lines 10
cents each for each line, half price each additional time used.
Five small words to a line.
Special Notice! All “blind ads” so called. I. e„ advertisements
which require the answers to be sent to The Courier-Gazette
office for handling, cost 25 cents additional.

ALL CLASSIFIEDS—CASH
No classified ads will be accepted without the cash and no book
keeping wilt be maintained for these ads.
ALL MIST BE PAID FOR
as received except from firms or individuals maintaining regular
accounts with The Courier-Gazette. Count the Words—Five to a
Line.

LOST AND FOUND

TO LET

BROWN silk Billfold lost Tues
day around 11 a. m. in Tolman Bus
Station. Reward. MRS. ETHEL
G. CUSHING. Thomaston. Tel. 7.
59-lt

FURNISHED Room to let; 97
Union street.
TEL. S7C-M.
5 9tf

SMALL Apartment cn summer
Suitable for 2 persons. TEL
LADYS Handbag lost in the 577._______________________ 59*61
vicinity of Maverick Square Con
FIVE-Room unfurnished Ant. to
tains sum of money and valuable let Lights toilet, 13 MAVERICK
papers. Generous rfward. Finder STREET. City.
59’lt
please leave at The Courier-Ga
zette Offlce or TEL. 1546. Rockland.
UNFURNISHED fivp-room Apt.
57-58 with flush to let. TEL. 527-M.
58*60
S'

FOR SALE
FIVE-Room Furnished Apt. with
large sunporch, downstairs to let;
SMALL Westinghouse Refriger 148 Broadway. TEL. 798-R. 57tl
ator for sale. Fine for apt or
POUR-Room Upstairs Apt. with
camp. A S. ATKINS. 11 Grove
bath to let on Rt 1. Warren. ERN
ST. Rockland. Tel. 1049-W
EST
BENNER Tel. 82-11.
___________ 59*61 '
57*59
________________________
"STANDARD”
Kitchen Range
FIVE-Room Apt with bath, to
with oil burner and attachments let and 3-room offlce space on 1st
for sale Very reasonably priced floor in Austin Block. Inquire
trt. 830.
59-61 j FRED COPP, Damariscotta.
57-62
OVERHEAD Door 10x7’t for
sale, folding type with hardware
SIX-Room Rent to let at 57
M F. ROBARTS, Camden. Tel Gleason St. Thomaston, flush and
765
____ 59*60 water Garden spot HAROLD B i
Washington, Maine. Tel.
HEYWOOD-Wakefield Baby Car KALER.
57-59 .
riage for sale, $75; also Han- 5-25._______
dyhot portable electric Washer, —UNFURNISHED * Rent to let.
Central. MRS. MILLS, 11 Ma 1
including ringer. $21. TEL. 233.
59-61 sonic St.
56tf
UNFURNISHED, heated 4-room
TRAINED Angora Kittens for
sale. Call after 4 p. m. TEL 699 Apt., with bath, to let. Thermo
21 Grove St.
__
58 69 static control electric kitchen
range and refrig $12.50 per week;
JOHN Deere Disc Harrows. 588 Main St. TEX. 25 evenings
5, 6. 7 ar.d 8 ft. double action. 1 only from 6 to 7 p. m.
58tf
and 2 bottom Picv.s 2-wav Plows
LARGE fum. Room with small
for all makes of Tractors. Model L kitchenette to let at 24 School St.
Tractor Spreaders, Lime Sowers. TEL. 1448-J
55 tf
6. 8. 9, and 10 ft. Spring Tooth
Harrows, all equipment set up and
ready to go to work W S. PILLS
BURY & SON. Waterville, Maine.
Modern, unfurnished private bath
Tel. 613.
56-S-59 2 and 3 room Apts., for rent. Cabi

TO LET

WORK Horse for sale, also 36'
Lobster Boat.
RED WOTTON,
Head of the Bay.__________ 58 60

net sinks, gas stove, ref. Moderate
rent to responsible adults, fine lo
cation in Rorkland.
TEL. CAMDEN 2853

57*59
'i-TON Ford Pickup 11937) with
new motor, 3 new tires, stake body
FOUR-Room furnished Apt. to
heater, in excellent condition
CALL Rockland 1404-W evenings let. No children. W. H. EMERY.
55tf
58*60 28 Pacific St. Call 590-W.
REAR Offlce oi two rooms to let.
KELVTNATOR. 10-foot Refrig
erator for sale. 2 compartments All modem, in the Carini Block
1953 model.
Practically new over Clark’s Flower Shop. Tel.
55tf
CLAYTON LTTTLEHALE. War 1492-J
ren. Tel. 40-22.
58-60
FURNISHED House 8 rooms with
12-FT. V-bottom Row Boat for bath. 73 ’ Beech St. to let.
sale, new; 51 BAY VIEW ST.. circulating hot water heat oil
Adu’ts
only.
ED
Camden
58*60 burner.
WARD C MORAN, JR , 425 Main
COMBINATION Electric Grill 3t. or phone Rockland 98. 57*59
and steamer with warming oven
FIVE-Room Apt. to let. all mod
for sale
TEE. 1316
58*60
ern improvements, adults only.
FOR Memorial Day, Glads, Car TEL. 1285 . 6 Talbot Ave
52tf
nations and Roses for sale MRS.
FOUR-Rm. Heated, Apt. with
CHARLES A
SWIFT, Gracie's
Garden. 9 Booker St., Thomas bath, to let, hot water; also 2 furn.
ton. Tel. 374
57-64 Rooms with flush. TEL. 1379-R.
34 Fulton St.
50>f
’ PANSIES for salr
JOSIAH
6ANUING Mucnint du(J Foiisnej
LARRABEE, West Meadow Rd
let AUc a Wall Paper Steamer
City.________________
57*59
nquire at SEA OO AST pa TNT
WOOD Lot of five acres for sale ”0 <41 Valr S’
itf
Hard wood. GUSTAVE WAINIO.
ONE znd 2-room Putnlshec Apts
P O. Box 62. West Rockport.
ttej 939 or
__________________________ 57*59 o let oi Willow S'
719
lOltf
ALEWIVES for sale, wholesale
HEATED and unhealed furnished
and retail at HASKELL'S FTSH
to let V F STUDLEY 77
MARKET Tel. 659
57*59 >pu
-,,,1, 3oneUSED Thayer Baby Carriage for
sale, in good condition. Price $15
47 Lawn Ave TEL. 713-M
57 59
EGGS & CHICKS
CEDAR Fence Stake- for sale
BLACK sex-link Pullet Chicks
Two kn fouT-inch at small ends,
and six feet long. VERNARD for sale; bred for high egg produc
tion
and resistance to leukosis We
NEAIEY, Northport. Tel. Eelfast
have the Silver-Cross ROKES
5S9-M2
57*59 also
POULTRY FARM. Cobb Road.
SEI.LI NG MY DA IRYHKRIt~
Camden, Me Tel. 2261.
13tf
Your bid on herd or family Cow
would be appreciated. W E IJNWOOD. South Union.
56-64 MISCELLANEOUS
ONE used 12'4-inch floor model
FORM a Merchandise Club. In
mahogany Motorola TV $155. One quire at the MANDARIN DRESS
u-ed spinner-tyoe Easy Washer, SHOP. 375 Main street, over Para
$35 One slightly used model 530 mount Restaurant.
59-61
Wild range oil burner pump. $25
HAVE VOU PROBLEMS’
W H EMiERY Tel. 590-W or call
Send five questions. $1.00 stampea
a> 28 Pacific St.
55tf
envelope REV RUTH MATHIAS,
1938 STUDEBAKER Comman advisor, 827 Broadway, Everett,
der for sale, completely overhauled Mass. Full page reading enclosed
$125 CALL 273-M.
57*59 -nmnt -eni”
<S3-S-tf
TRAP STOCK!
MECHANICAL Service Develop
We have on hand a comolete
line of newly cut lobster trap stork ment working models, repairs. CALL
for sale
INDEPENDENT LOB A. B. HIGGS, Rockland 352-M3.
50*S-59
STER COMPANY, Rockland Tel.
FOR EXPECTANT
303.
47tf
MOTHERS ONLY
ANTIQUES bought and sold;
If you guess exact day of arrival,
also, short settees for sale. LOUIE you
receive free a baby auto
iLRREAULT, SR.. Tel. Warren 'eat will
Register now at MEREDITH
38-21.
____ 53 tf
FURNITURE OO.. Rockland
FISHERMEN If you have a good _____________ _______________ Utf
boat to sell, list it with us. Our
offlce at Portland specializes in
Maine commercial craft — seiners,
lobster boats, draggers, sardine car
riers. Drop us a card or phone us A Bonded Service Representative
details today. EDWIN B. ATH Will be in Ror kland and Vicinity
EARN
Marine
Broker.
184'v Monday thru Friday, May 18-22
TELEPHONE 395-M
Middle St.. Portland 3, Maine. Tel.
59-61
5-0438.
50tf
xxvxxxvxvxxxvxvxvxwxvxxvxxv
JOHN Deere Manure Spreader
SINGER 8ewing Mfg. Co. Salea
for sale Good as new EUGENE
FEYLER Waldoboro. Maine, R F.D Service and Repair. Write or CaU
2.74.
46*68 258 Water St., Augusta, Tel. 3770 or
LOAM for lawns, flower gardens Rockland Rep., John C. Benson,
Broadway, Rockland. TEL.
landscaping, etc for sale Delivered 376
938-W
144-tf
anywnere. NEIL RUSSELL. Tel.
SECOND-Hand Furniture bought
408
______
___ 4otf
sold
Tel U74-W
C
W
STRAWBERRY Plants for sale and
ivtiit’
note
Howard 17. Catskill, Sparkle. Mon
mouth. Maine 56 and
Orland.
$2 25-100 postpaid. $2 100 here.

ELECTROLUX CLEANERS

Donald E. Hobbs is attending the
meeting of the Maine Town and
City Managers Association at Bowjoin College this week.
The annual meeting of the Local
Library Association will be held in
the library on Monday, May 18, at
7.30 p. m.
The guest speaker at the First
3aptist Church Sunday morning
will be the Rev. Leon T. Meader of
Charleston. Maine.
Mr. and Mrs. Kervin L. Deymorc
was in Bangor on business Thurs
day.

The Ladies' Central Cemetery
Association will meet Monday, May
25 at the home of Mrs Delia Hast
ings, Main street.
Mr. and Mrs. Chester Jenks and
son of Manchester. N. II. have beer,
visiting her mother, Mrs. George
Howard.
Mrs. Eiroy Gross was in Thom
aston Thursday.
Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence Roy and
daughter Donna of Bath have beer,
guests of Osborne Welt.
Mrs. Velma Scott has returned
to her home on lower Friendship
street after spending the winter in
Wilder, Vt.
Mrs. Ann Waltz has relumed
from the South where she passed
the winter.
Mrs. A. J. Hauck entertained the
Rai-Shi Club Friday afternoon
Eric, the young son of Mr. and
Mrs. Alfred Martin, celebrated his
second birthday by entertaining a
group of little friends. The guests
were Susan Storer. Bob Kane, Jeff
Paul, Sandra Orff, Denise Side
linger, Stephania Arsenault.
Ralph Irving of Ellsworth was
in town Wednesday.
Mrs. Henry Crowell is visiting her
sister. Mrs. Charles Dunton, in
Beachmont, Mass.

MRS

and Seiberling Tires
Announce Contest

FLORENCE CALDERWOOD
Correspondent
Telephone 10-24

Kupples Klub of the Methodist
Church will meet Wednesday. May
20 with a box social supper at 6.30
p. m. Each lady contributes a box
containing sandwiches and sweets
for two people. Coffee and fruit
salad will supplement the boxes. A
business meeting and program fol
Above appear the first two bicycles to be given away in the monthly
lows.
Mrs. Avis Nichols. Mrs. Lela Has free Nu-Lcaf Bicycle Contest carried on by Pomerleau’s Bakery of
Waterville.
kell, Mrs. Aubyne Hawes and Mrs.
Rockland youngsters watch The Courier-Gazette for announcement
Martha Fuller attended the Metho- of the next contest, gave the Nu-Loaf wrappers and earn a free bike.

REAL ESTATE

MIDDLE-Aged
Offlce
Clerk
wanted. Full-time job. App!y at
COFFIN'S CLOTHING STORE.
59-61
wrilTstart delivering ice Tues
day. May 19
Will welcome old
ard new customers. MIKE PHIL
BROOK. 30 Jefferson street. Tel.
861-M.___________ 59*11
~MARRIED Women with or with
out children for part-time work.
Comtniss ons in advance. No col
lecting or delivering. Phone and
car nfc-ssary. Phone MRS. POSTR Augusta 3-9283 or write P. O
Box 601. Augusta for appointment
for interview.
59*61

The Winners—I.arraine Vell'eux of Winslow and
Augusta, with Leo Tomcrleau of the bakery.

COTTAGE for sale or rent. dl£t Conference in Auburn ThursaHU IP MORINE. Union.
Tel. day.
10-21.__________________
59*61 j pvt. Dwight Howard of Fort
COTTAGE
for sale.
John Eustis. Va., who is attending an
OLSON. Cushing. Tel. Thomastor. electric diesel engine school visited
201-5.______________ his parents, Mr. and Mrs. Angelo
TWO-Familv Dwelling for sale; Howard Sunday.
8 rms. 14 baths Hot air furnace ! Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Knight of
3-car garage Near Camdenuniversity of Maine. Orono, were
center
Price $4000. SECURITY
REAL ESTATE CO
Dorothy j overnl«ht Kuests Tuesday of his
Dietz, Camden 2117 or 8897
j parents, Mr. and Mrs. Henry
59-lt Knight.
FOR SALE
Mrs. Emma Gray of Belfast was
On a comer lot with amnle room an overnight guest Tuesday at Mrs.
around it a nice House of 6 rooms,
and at a popular price. $3969 Lo Marguerite Hills. Tuesday evening
cated near the northerly eni of she attended a stork shower for
Mrs. Arlene Curry at South Hope.
Cedar Street.
See F. H. WOOD. Court House.
Sgt. Thomas Millet of Palmyra
I wil! be in Portland on jury dutynext week, so call Mr Henry. Te! recently having returned from Lab
699. and he will show you through rador, visited Tuesday at Mrs.
59-60 Marguerite Hills.
REAL ESTATE

LAWN Mc-vers wanted, to sharp

en. on a first class machine. PIXIT-SH'OP.
138 Camden street.
Tel. 1091-W
59-61
TO supply our spring demand,
we need small used Tractors,
TRACE NOW. This week's SPE
CIAL FARMALL BN. Plows. Culti
vators. Saw Rigs. W S. PHJ_SURY & SON, Waterville, Me. Tel
613.
56-S-59
EIIFERrENCED Gas Station
Manager wanted. Apply in writing
to BOX NO. 10. t. The CourierGazette, stating qualifications.
58*60
MAN to work on poultry farm
ard do rough carpentry. C. B
TOLMAN Tel. Warren 44-5.
58-60
COOK-wanted for dietary dept
Phone 936 KNOX COUNTY GEN
ERAL HOSPITAL, for appoint
ment.
57tf
AND FEMALE

HELP WANTED
Apply in Person

Hillcrest Poultry Co,
UNION, MAINE

59-lt

SALES Clerk, man or woman,
wanted, also all around man. RU
BENSTEIN. Tel. 1286
57U
SMALL Building wanted, approx.
12’xl8'. also flat bottom Rowboat.
CALL Thomaston 348- or 41 Knox
Street.
57-59
WOMAN wanted to stay with
aged lady. Some light housework.
Live in. TEL. 332-R
57*59
CHILDREN wanted to care for
by day or week. 2 years and up.
Practical nurse's training. Rea
sonable rates. For information
CALL 1045-W Good opportunity
for factory workers.
57*59
FOUR or five-room furn. Apt.
with bath wanted
Call MR.
PACKER, 256-M2 after 6 p. m
57-59
DOORMAN, full-time wanted.
Apply In Person Only to MANA
GER. Knox Theatre.
56tf
LAWNS mowed, raked and main
tained. light trucking and ode
jobs wanted. C H WINCHEN
BAUGH. Tel. 1197-J.
59-61
A MEDICAL Secretary with spe
cial hospital training wanted, for
a position in the Medical Records
Department. Cal! KNOX COUNTY
GENERAL HOSPITAL, Rockland
for an appointment.
54tf
EXPECTANT Mothers: Form a
Merchandise Ciub and earn the
money for your baby's layette. Inquire at CHILDREN'S SPECIAL
TY SHOP. 403 Main St.. Rockland.
Te!.1471-M.
51tf
LAWNS to mow, wanted. Call
JACK HOOPER West Meadow
Road. Tel. 179-R.
58*60
MRS. E B SLEEPER will be
at home. 239 Cedar St. and is pre
pared to make dresses, suits, coats
and all kinds of furwork. Altera
tions on same. Reasonable prices
TEL. 36
54tf
IF you want the best auto body
and fender work, come to ROWL
ING'S GARAGE, 776 Main Street,
Rockland.
47tf
GET your spring plowing done
now. Call GEORGE RUSSELL.
JR., West Meadow Rd.
Tel.
1115-R.
•
ALTERATIONS and Repair Work
done at the Mend-It Shop. 102
Union St Grove St entrance Tel.
16W9
EVA AMES.
56*62
IRON. Steel. Uetal, Raga and
Batteries wanted MORRIS GOR
DON St SON. « Leland St, Tel
123-W
98tf

,

Here are five houses that any
body would be very proud to own
and call home. The owners have
all spent a great deal of money
improving their property and
have excellent reasons for selling
Cushing: 5-room House with
complete modern bath and kit
chen.
Elec, hot water heater
Large garage; 30 acres land more
or less. New well
Foundation
newly repaired
Newly-decorate-’
and in excellent repair.
Fruit
trees. $6800
Warren: 7-room House with fu”
bath and extra flush. Copper tub
ing for all plumbing from street
in. Septic tank. Complete Youjie*town kitchen. One-pipe hot au.,
furnace.
Many roomy closets
Good cellar and foundations. At
tractively decorated; pine panel
ling in ha'l anti one living room
Easy to heat. In excellent condi
tion.
East Union: 7-room House with
low posted rooms. New hot water
heating system with Timken oil
burner Gas hot water heater for
su" mer use All new copper tub
ing in plumbing, new bath modern
kitchen. Hcuse in excellent re
pair. 3 fireplaces, large utility room
and den with new’y-dione pine
panelling. Barn garage in fine
condition, one acre land. On black
road
Rockland: Attractive low-posted
7-room house. All rcoms beauti
fully decora'ed. Kitchen sunny
and well p'anned: 3 bedroom- and
bath upstairs New ceiling' V-nrtian blinds, new furnace, Timken
oil burner, hot air. Barn-garage,
plenty of room for workshop Gar
den space out back. New elec, hot
water heater. 2 new chimneys.
Thomaston: Attention. Veterans
House in excellent condition, 3
bedrooms up. with utility room; 4
rooms ani modern bath dawn.
Kitchen one of finest we have
seen.
Thermopane window in
living room frames view of river
JAMiFS E. COUSENS

WARREN
ALENA L STARRET1

Correspondent
Telephone 49

Mrs. Flora Jones Is a surgical
patient at the Maine General
Hospital, in Portland.
Paul Huber, manager of the ra
dio station WRKD in Rockland,
will be the guest speaker next
Weanesday night at the meeting
of the Warren Lions C.ub New
officers will be elected for the
coming year.
Mr. and Mrs. Willis Moody, Sr,
have returned home from Home
stead, Fla, where they passed the
winter.
Mrs. L. Robert MacKcr.zie has
returned to her home here after
passing the winter with her son
and his family. Mr and Mrs. O.
Robert MacKenzie ln New York
City.
Mrs. William Teague, fully re
covered from a fall sustained last
year while visiting in Canaan,
Conn, have re-opened her home
here for the season. Mr. and Mrs.
Wilbur Stow of Canaan. Conn,
were Iict guests for a few days
this week.
Mr. and Mrs leland Philbrook
are padsing the weekend at Great
Neck. L. I, N Y . with Mrs Mer
ton Thayer, and Miss Muriel
Thayer.
Pvt. Charles Berry, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Roland Berry, is with
the US infantry at the front in
Korea.
Dr. John Smith Lowe of Rock
land will supply at the Oongrega
tional Church. Sunday morning.
Sermon topics Sunday at the
Baptist Church will be. at 10 a m
The Call of Jeremiah." and at
7 p. m. “The Ascension."
j^r. and Mrs. Cornelius Overlook
,
,u
„ ,, „
attended the Getchell Street
Baptist Churoh in Waterville. Sunday, of which their nephew.. Rev.
Richard H. Morrison is pastor,

Licensed Real E'tate Broker.
170 Maverick Street.
Tel. 1538
59-lt
FOUR-Room House for sale For
information call at 36 FRANKLIN
Street.
58 60
— FOR SALE
On Crawford Pond: Four rooms,
screened porch, large living room ■
with fireplace, flush and lavatory. I
Beautiful setting right on the lake
Remodeled Cape Cod Colonial
with fireplaces, new bath and new
heating system; about 3 acres of
land and small barn. A hand- |
P.T.A. Elects Officers
some property in village location
See F. H. WOOD. Court House
Dana H. Smith, Jr, has been
58-59 elected president of the Warren
AGT NOW
Parent-Teacher Association for
South Cushing: 6-room House the same period are Alfred Wyllie.
Good cond. in and out; 40 acres
field and wood land. Located on vice president; Mrs. Grace Over
black top road. Priced to sell fast look. secretary; and Mrs. Stephanie
$2625.
Heathcote, treasurer.
See DON HENRY,
Mrs. Alice Buck was appointed
99 Park St,
Rockland, Maine
Many other business and dwell representative to the Warren Pub
lic Health Committee. The first
ing properties available.
______
59-60 meeting in the fall, following the
summer recess through the next
Management
Sales
three months, will be in Septem
ber. The PTA banner at the Tues
day night meeting, was awarded
REAL ESTATE BROKER
the High School.
TELEPHONE 1574

CHARLES E. BICKNELL, II
509 MAIN ST.
Rentals

ROCKLAND, ME.
Appraisals

__________________

30-tf

MARTINSVILLE

St. George Lodge, IOOF, 132 and
LARGE Lot, foundation for sale, Puritan Rebekah Lodge will be
sewer, water, cost over $2200 Wil'
sacrifice.
Inquire 158 TALBOT guests of the Ridge Church Sunday
AVE.
sotf morning at the 10.30 service. Rev.
John L. Saiwyer. pastor will deliver
$17
1000
C.OD.
orders tilled
a special sermon on the subject,
Spraved and State inspected [,EFURNISHED COTTAGES
“The Lost Opportunity,” taking the
ROY LUCE, Washington, Maine
C. E FENDERSON
MAINE ESTATE
text from the story of the Good
Tel 9-14.
42*65
SAFETY HARBOR, FLORIDA
SANITARY SERVICE
Samaritan.
DONT
discard
your
old
or
Venetian Blinde—Window Shade*
Close to SL Petorebnrg, Clear
Tet. 1314 Rorkland er
antique furniture
CaU. H. JOHN
water and Tampa.
The choir will render a selection
All Colors and 3tyles
68951 Old Gerhard Reach
Write far Information circular
Free installation and estimates Go anywhere 26 miles from here. NEWMAN for reatoring and reand the public is invited
flniahinc;
M
Masonie
St.
Tel.
139-tf
W 939. UNITED HOME SUPPLY
57*59
Kinney-Melquist Post American
1106-M
ltf
OO, 579 Main St. city.
31 tf

Cesspools, Septic Tanks
and Cellars Pumped Out

Maritime Oil Co.

RECEIVE POMERLEAU BICYCLES

UNION

WANTED

MALE

Tuesday-Thursday-Saturday

Gerard

Poulin,

DUTCH NECK
Mr. and Mrs. Earl Firth and Mr.
and Mrs. H. B. Thompson of Rock
land were recent Sunday dinner
guests of Mr and Mrs. Everett
i Winchenbach
S Sgt. Ernest Roden, who is sta
tioned in New Mexico, arrived Fri
day to spend a furlough with Mrs.
Roden and children.
Mr. and Mrs. W. K. Winchenbach
were Waterville visitors on Wed
nesday of last week
Mrs. Henry MoCann of Vernon.
Conn, has been recent guest of her
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Herbert
Geele.
Mr. and Mrs. Benjamin Gross of
Auburn spent Sunday with Mr.
Gross' parents, Mr. and Mrs. Edi ward Gross.
Mr. and Mrs Linwood Castner
of Medomak were Sunday night
supper guests of Mr. and Mrs. W.
K. Winchenbach, Mr and Mrs.
Maynard Winchenbach and son
Gary of Friendship were Sunday
callers also at the Winchenbach
' home.
Miss Ada Winchenbaugh has re
turned to her home after passing
the winter in Massachusetts.
S/Sgt. and Mrs. Ernest Roden
and son left for Boston on Monday
where they will remain for a few
; days.
Miss Ada
Winchenbaugh re
turned from Quincy, Mass , on Sun
day and re-opened her home for
the summer season. Miss Mollie
Bragdon and Miss Bessie Douglas
from Quincy brought Miss Win
chenbaugh home and are spending
a few days here with her.
Mr. and Mrs. Russell Winchen
baugh and son Freddie and Mr. and
Mrs. Willis Ralph and daughter
Bonnie, were Sunday guests of Mr
and Mrs. Arthur Chute.
Reginald Stahl of Damariscotta
Mills was a guest on Saturday night
of his parents, Mr. and Mrs. Her
bert Stahl.
Mr. and Mrs. L. W Hurd of Lin
colnville were supper guests on
Sunday of Mr. and Mrs. Melville
W. Davis. Other Sunday guests at
the same home were Harry Collemer of Lincolnville accompanied byJohn Coliemer and George Ma
honey
Miss Ada Winchenbaugh and her
guests Miss Mollie Bragdon and
Miss Bessie Douglas, Mrs. Merton
A. Benner and Mrs. Austin Wallace
attended the all day session of the
State WCTU Convention at Aina
on Monday.
Mr. and Mrs. Chester A. Hayes,
Mr. and Mrs. S. Austin Wallace and
Miss Rita Wotton attended the
bean supper at North Nobleboro on
Tuesday evening.
Mrs. J. W. Vanderpool, Mrs. M.
W. Davis. Mrs Fred Chute and Miss
Rita Wotton attended the last PTA
meeting of the season on Thursday
evening at the Waldoboro High
School Auditorium.
Mrs. Warren D. Smith of Rock
land nas returned to her h'ome after
spending a week with her parents,
Mr. and Mrs. Claude Miller.
Recent guests at the home of Mr.
and Mrs. Chester A. Hayes for the
evening were Mr. and Mrs. Joseph
Butters of South Waldoboro and
Mr. and Mrs. John Foster and Mr.
and Mrs. Cobb of West Waldoboro.
Mr. and Mrs. Merton A Benner
were recent business visitors in Au
gusta.
Mr. and Mrs. Forrest Kennedy
and daughter Glenda were Sunday
callers of her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Herbert Geele.

i

Legion and Auxiliary will worship
at the Ridge Church on Sunday
morning, May 24 at the 10.30 ser
vice. Thq sermon subject for Me
morial Sunday will be, "Lest We
Forget." Officers of the Legion will
take Dart in the sendee and Roll
of-Honor will be called. Special mu
sic will be a feature of this service
and all are Invited.

An unusual plan for promoting
safety on the highways is being an
nounce! by the Maritime Oil Co,
distributors of Seiberling Tires,
which will take part in a nation
wide contest sponsorea by Seiber
ling Rubber Co, and aimed at ac
quainting motorists with the im
portance of safe tires to safe driv
ing. The contest will provide an
oppor,unity for motorists to learn
how to get the greatest amount of
safe, dependable mileage from their
tires.
Motorists entering the contest—
which offers a top prize of a free
trip to Paris for two—will be asked
to examine the Seiberling Safety
Tire and describe the feature they
like best, in 25 words or less. This
should enable motorists to know
more about important tire features
and how these add to safety and
long tire-life.
Only car owners—or the wives
and husbands of car owners—will
be eligible to enter the contest,
which continues through June 1
Safe tires are just as important
to the housewife who only drives
to the grocery store as they are to
the man who drives hundreds of
miles a day. Maritime Oil Co, hopes
the contest will help women drivers
avoid the danger and inconveni
ences of tire failures. Winners of
the contest's top prize will make
the trip to Paris by TWA airliner—
at their convenience and with all
expenses paid. They will have the
opportunity to visit London, if they
choose. Besides the trip to Paris,
additional cash awards totalling
$2,200 will be given.

SOUTH THOMASTON
Surprise

Stork

Shower

A surprise stork shower was given
recently at the home of Mrs. Mary
Burgess in honor of Mrs Katherine
Mahonen. A game party was played
during the evening with prizes, high
score going to Arlene Hopkins and
low to the guest of honor. Refresh
ments were served from a table

Notices of Appointment
I, WILLIS R. VTNAL, Register of
’rebate for the County of Knox in
‘he State of Maine, hereby certify
'.hat in the foUowing estates the
persons were appointed adminis
trators, executors, guardians and
conservators and on the dates
hereinafter named.
HARRY T. SMALL . late of
lockland. deceased.
March 17
953 Charles W Livingston of
Rockland was appointed adminis
trator and qualified by filing bond
on April 13, 1953.
MILDRED COLLINS PEPPARD
ate of Vinaihaven, deceased April
?1, 1953 John W. Peppard of East
Eddington, was appointed execu
tor, without bond.
FLORENCE C. LAMONT, late of
New York. New York, deceased
April 21, 1953 J. P Morgan & Co,
Incorporated and Thomas S. La
mont, both of New York, New York
vere appointed executors and
qualified bj' filing bond on same
jate. SigTid E Tompkins of Port'and was appointed Agent in
Maine.
MILLIE EVA ELWELL, late of
Vinaihaven. deceased. March 17,
953 Joseph Headley of Vinaihaven
was appointed administrator and
-ualified by filing bond on April
’I, 1953.
VELMA CLARK, late of Rockand, deceased
March 27. 1953
faerice K Blaekington of Rockand was appointed executrix and
qualified by filing bond on April
21. 1953.
EMMA L. NICKERSON, late of
Vinaihaven. deceased. April 21.
'953 Ernest C. Nickerson of Vinai
haven was appointed executor,
without bond.
CAROLINE SHERER SWETT
ate of Rockland, deceased. April
>1. 1953 Charles S Swett, Jr. of
Pockland was appointed adminis
trator, without bond.
HILMA MARIA HENRIKSON
'ate of South Thomaston, deceased
April 21. 1953 John Henrikson of
South Thomavton was appointed
executor, without bond.
ARTHUR WALLACE, late of
Rockland, deceased. April 21. 1953
Donald L. Wallace of Cheshire.
Connecticut was appointed ad
ministrator. and qualified by filing
bond on same date. A. Alan Grossman of Rockland was appointed
Agent in Maine.
ERNEST R. WINSLOW. late of
Rockland, deceased.
April 21,
1953 Minnie A Parsons of Rock
land was appointed executrix and
qualified by filing bond on April
29, 1953.
PHCEBE BURNS, late of Friend
ship, deceased. March 17, 195?
Leslie D. Burns of Friendship was
appointed administrator, and qual
ified by filing bond on April 21,
1953
MILDRED TOWNSEND HOI .MES
of Rockland. April 21, 1953 Christy
C Adams of Rockland was ap
pointed guardian and qualified by
filing bond on same date.
SANDRA LEE GREENLAW, late
of Friendship, deceased. April 25.
1953 Osborne M Greenlaw of
Friendship was appointed admin
istrator. without bond.
SAMUEL NEWTON BROAD
BENT. late of Port Clyde, de
ceased. April 21. 1953 Harold N
Broadbent of Southport, Connecti
cut was appointed administrator
and qualified by filing bond on
-ame date. James fe. Mitchell of
Bangor was appointed Agent in
Maine.
Attest:
WILLIS R VINAL, Register.

daintily decorated in keeping with
the odcasion. Those present were
Mrs. Rilby Makinen, Mrs. Arlene
Hopkins. Mrs. Myrtle Makinen,
Mrs. Dorothy Upham. Mrs. Arlene
Emerson, Mrs. Katherine Mahonen,

Probate Notices
STATE OF MAINE
To all persons interested' in
either of the estates hereinafter
named:
At a Probate Court held at Rock
land, in and for the County of
Knox, on the twenty-first day of
April, in the year of our Lord one
thousand nine hundred and fiftythree and by adjournment from
day to day from the twenty-first
day of said April The following
matters having been presented for
the action thereupon hereinafter
Indicated it is hereby ORDERED:
That notice thereof be given to
all persons interested, by causing
a copy of this order to be pub
lished three weeks successively in
The Courier-Gazette, a newspa
per published at Rockland, in said
County, that they may appear at
a Probate Court to be held at said
Rockland on lhe nineteenth day of
May, A. D 1953 at nine o’clock ln
the forenoon, and be heard thereon
if they see cause.
MONIRA C PILLSBURY. late
of Rockland, deceased. Will and
Petition for Probate thereof asking
that the same may be proved and
allowed and that Letters Testa
mentary Issue to Vivian Oakes of
Portland and Lendon C. Jackson of
Rockland, they being the execu
tors named therein, without bond.
HAROLD W. VTNAL. late of
Thomaston, deceased. Will and
Petition for Probate thereof ask
ing that tne same be proved and
allowed and that Letters Testa
mentary issue to Hattie P. Vinal
of Thomaston, she being the
executrix named therein, without
bond.
LAURA E POLAND, late of
Friendship, deceased. Will and
Petition for Probate thereof asking
that the same may be proved and
allowed and that Letters Testa
mentary issue to F. H Richardson
of Mediford. Massachusetts, he be
ing the executor named therein,
without bond.
JOSEPH F. CASSIDY, l^te of
Owls Head. de~eased
Will and
Petition for Prob’te thereof ask
ing that the same may be proved
and allowed and that letters Tes
tamentary issue to Mvrtle I. Cas
sidy of Owls Head she being the
executrix named therein, without
bond.
HARRY B SPAT DING, late of
Owk Head deceased. Will and
Petition for Probate thereof ask
ing that the sam» may be proved
and allowed and that Letters Tes
tamentary issue to Waiter Earl
Montgomery of Owls Head, he be
ing the executor named therein,
without bond.
ETHEL R. BORGERSON. late
of Rockland, deceased Will and
Petiiion for Probate thereof asking
that the same may be proved and
allowed and that Letters Testa
mentary issue to Car! O Borgerson
of Rockland, he being the execu
tor named therein, without bond.
ESTATE

HARRY

A.

THOMP

SON. late of Union, deceased. Pe
tition for Administration asking
that Mary M Thompson of Union,
or some other suitable person, be
appointed administratrix, without
bond.
ESTATE HERBERT S. HILLS,
late of Union, deceased Petition
for Administration asking that
Maynard H Hills of Rockland, or
some other suitable person, be ap
pointed
administrator,
without
bond.
ESTATE DENNIS BROWN AND
ELLIS BROWN of North Haven.
Petition for License to sell certain
real estate situated in North Ha
ven and fully described in said pe
tition. presented b5' Elsie M. Brown
of North Haven, guardian.
ESTATE JUDITH ANN PAYSON of Union Petition for Li
cense to Sell certain real estate
situated in Union and fully de
scribed in said petition, presented
by Grevis F Payson of Union,
Guardian.
ESTATE HARVEY I, PERKINS,
late of Washington, deceased. First
and Finql account presented for al
lowance by Marguerite Salsbury,
Administratrix.
ESTATE CHARLES A EMERY,
late of Rockland, deceased. First
and Final Account presented for
allowance by The First National
Bank of Rockland, executor.
ESTATE PHILLIPS L. BROWN,
late of North Haven, deceased.
First and Final Account presented
for allowance by Elsie M. Brown,
administratrix
ESTATE LENA S. CURTIS, late
of Camden, deceased
Eleventh
Account, for the benefit of Thomas
K. Curtis. Todd P Curtis and
Caroline Curtis Ivison. nee Curtis,
presented for allowance by The
New York Trust Company and
Chauncey Belknap. Trustees.
ESTATE LENA S. CURTTS. late
of Camden, deceased
Eleventh
Account for the benefit of Katha
rine C. Pierce, presented for al
lowance by The New York Trust
Company and Chauncey Belknap,
Trustees.
ESTATE LENA S CURTIS, late
of Camden, deceased.
Eleventh
Account for the benefit of Lena C.
Poillon, presented for allowance by
The New York Trust Company and
Chauncey Belkr.ay, Trustees.
ESTATE LENA S. CURTIS, late
of Camden, deceased
Eleventh
Account for the benefit of Helen C.
Taylor, presented tor allowance by
The New York Trust Company and
Chauncey Belknap, Trustees.
ESTATE LENA S CURTIS, late
of Camden, deceased.
Eleventh
Account presented for benefit of
Mildred C. Hughson, presented for
allowance by The New York Trust
Company and Chauncey Belknap,
Trustees.
ESTATE GRACE G
JOHN
STON of Rockland
First and
Final Account presented for allow
ance by Alden P. Johnston,
Guardian.
Witness. HARRY E. WILBUR,
Esquire. Judge of Probate for Knox
County, Rockland, Maine.
Attest:
WILUB

R. VINAL. Register.

Tuesday-Thursday-Saturday
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FARM AND GRANGE NEWS OF INTEREST IN KNOX AND LINCOLN COUNTIES
4-H'ERS VISITED BY VEGETABLE

EVERETT HOBBS' ORCHARDS A

NEW HARBOR AND CAMDEN GIRLS

SPECIALIST ROBERT PAULSEN

RIOT OF PINK PEACH BLOSSOMS

WINNERS IN SENIOR AND JUNIOR

TO AID IN GARDENING WORK

DIVISIONS OF 4-H STYLE SHOW

winners in the bound buttonhole
Diana Salmi won the ribbon in contest. The Wawenock 4-H Club
the good grooming judging contest is led by Mrs. Eugenie Woodward.
held by the Little Indians 4-H Club Vegetable Specialists Visits County
in Tenant's Harbor, and Eileen
Robert Paulsen, Extension vege
Singer won a ribbon in judging
table specialist from Orono attend
holders. Mrs. Olivia Frantz is the
ed meetings in gardening and made
leader.
calls on 4-H garden club members.
Appleton Boys
Camden 4-H boys met with the
Kendall Moody and Frank Hart leader. Mrs. Elizabeth Megquier and
scored a tie in the dairy judging took up garden plans, soil testing
contest held May 2 at the home and planting.
of Roland Gushee in Appleton.
Mt. Battie H-H Club, led by Ray
These boys are members of the mond O'Jala, studied garden plans,
George’s Valley Hustlers led by seeds to plant and some demon
Mrs. Sheila Hart.
strations that can be used at 4-H

Laura Wotton of the Sea and
Shore Toilers 4-H Club in New
Harbor is the Senior Winner of the
County Style Show.
She wore a blue organdy party
dress with a large removable cape
collar.
Karen Megquier of Mt. Battie
girls in Camden, Dianne Hupper of
Atonakis Club in Tenants Harbor,
Helen Mank of Hopeful Homemak
ers a.id Patricia Frey of the East
ern R.ver Club in Dresden Mills are
the other blue ribbon winners.
Red Ribbons went to Anna Carle
ton, Aina; Ann Ludwig. Hope; Fre
da Hill. Warren; Janet Lowe. Rock
land; Rae Clark, Thomaston; Eu
genie Woodward, Walpole; Jeanne
Cook. Tenant’s
Harbor; Idella
Singer, Tenants Harbor and Clair
Little, Tenants Harbor.

Tenant's Harbor

IP

Simonton's Corner

Virginia Ulmer won the holder
judging contest held by the Junior
Sunshine Girls at the home of the
leader, Mrs. Elizabeth Simonton.
Walpole
Marie MacFarland is winner oi
the holder judging contest held by
The Wawenock Girls 4-H Club re
cently. Sandra Kelsey, Eugenie
^Woodward and Rebecca Race are

meetings.
The Jolly Workers, led by L. C
Rogers of North Whitefield, also
took up with Mr. Paulsen planting,
thinning, and what makes a good
exhibit.
Plans were made with Mr. Paul
sen to hold a vegetable meeting on
June IS to acquaint all garden
members with insects, weeds and
potato grading.

Junior Dresses

Photo by cuiien

THE GRANGE CORNER
NEWS OF THE GRANGES IN KNOX AND LINCOLN COUNTIES

| Juvenile Deputy Frances Tolman
I and her installing staff with two
Progressive Grange
held its substitutes had the pleasure of in
reglar meeting May 13 with Phil stalling Megunticook Grange's new
! Juvenile Tuesday, at an open
Cramer in the chair
May 20, the meeting will be in meeting.
Those taking part were install
charge of the young people. All
ing master, Norma Lermond; mar
arc welcome to join us.
Wednesday, June 10, there will shal, Florence Frye; chaplain.
be a card party after the Grange Jean Frye; regalia bearer. Marieta
tweeting. Come and meet your old Erickson: emblem bearer, Ruth
friends and make some new ones. Ann Erickson and pianist, Agatha
At the regular meeting this Frye.
week, the Grange conferred the
Warren Grange
Third/ and Fourth degrees on
i By Luella Crockett)
James Thompson. A good time j Warren Grange had its Mother's
was had by all.
; Day program Tuesday evening with
By Frances Tolman
I the following readings: “My Moth| er,” Lucy Stimpson. “A Letter From
Mt, Pleasant Grange
At the meeting of Mt. Pleasant Mother,” Nancy Benner. “Mother,”
Orange Monday, the Megunticook Doris Jenkins. Original poem "Me
Grange band was our guest and mories of Mother" Ernest Benner.
we also observed Mother's Day on
Piano solos, Raymond Jenkins,
the program.
lecturer’s march won by Nancy
Past Master William Frye pre Benner.
sided in the master’s station.
Reading “Spring," Eugene Cal
Program was as follows: Song, derwood.
"River of Time" by the members.
Story, Percy Bowley.
▼Reading. ‘My Mother's Love,"
Members of White Oak Orange
Evelyn Merrifield*
1 of Mt. Pleas
of North Warren will be guests
ant.
Reading, "Mother's Day,”
next Tuesday evening, and will
ESmcr Merrifield, Mt. Pleasant.
furnish the program.
The leoturer presented the old
Visitors are always welcome.
est mother present. Sister Ida Bry
Wessaweskeag Grange
ant of Mt. Cadillac Grange and
By Arlene Emerson
youngest mother, Beverly ThompBooster Night was observed Wed
as of Mt. Pleasant and the mother
who had the largest family. Mary nesday. There was western music
Lane of Mt. Pleasant, with cor by Little Joe's Country Boys. Also
sages. All mothcTS were presented solos by Electa Dennis and Sister
with pansies as a token of Mildred Mills and a guitar solo by
Mother’s Day
Charles Philbrook.
The donation march was won by
Piano renditions were given by
Wendy Dow
of
Megunticook George Lilienthal and poems were
Grange.
read oy Sisters Helen Hill, Gladys
Reading, "What Mother Thinks” Beals, Dorothy Roberson, Ethel
Frances Tolman. Songs, “Wlth- MacCausland and Clara Steeves.
*ut A Song" and "All Tlie Things
There were jokes by Master Fred
You Arc,” wctc sung by Harland Raye and John Newman.
Robinson of Megunticook Orange
The Lecturer's march was won by
"The Mother's Watch was read Marian Cline, Sister Hattie Brown
by Helen Cross of Mt Pleasant, gave the closing thought and re
followed by remarks by Past freshments were served at the close
Master Gould of Megunticook.
of the meeting.
Musical reading. Gerry Dow, ac
Weymouth Grange
companied by Wendy Dow. both
Weymouth Grange met Monday
of Megunticook Grange.
night and the program was as fol
At this time we heard several
lows:
selections by the Megunticook band
Accordion and guitar playing by
which were much enjoyed by ev
eryone and it was most certainly Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Jacobson
a pleasure to have them with us. and the one man band was Eddie
Visitors were present from Robinson. Each played several en
Rockbound,
Victor,
Penohscot core selections.
Also a Mother’s Day poem by
.View, Megunticook, Mt. Cadillac
▼and Mt Pleasant subordinate and Edith Taylor and jokes by Cathy
Robinson.
Juvenile Granges.
The lecturers march was won by
Visiting officers at Seven Tree
Grange Wednesday night were Horatio Lymburner. Mother’s Day
Frances Tolman as Ceres; Earl poems were given by Dora Maxey
Tolman as master. Wendall Den and Gladys Keating followed by
nison, steward and Ernest Doug remarks by June Kalloch.
A gift to the oldest mother went
las, Sr. as gatekeeper.
to Ellen Jones and a gift to the
Mt. Pleasant Juvenile
Monday afternoon we had as our youngest mother went to Greta
guest Roland
Genthner
who Clark.
Next Monday, the Home and
showed several movies for the boys
Community Welfare Committee will
and girls
Also at this meeting, two more present the program. The 4-H Club
surprises were celebrating Herbert will take the leading part of the
Kontio's birthday by having a de program.
licious cake, which was made by
Meenahga Grange
~Mrs. Henry Kontio. soda given the
The First Degree was conferred
'children by the Juvenile Grange at the meeting Monday with the
and at the end of this each one regular officers doing the work.
present were
presented
with The Second Degree will be worked
pansies to take home to their next Monday and the Third and
mothers. The pansies were pre Fourtn Degrees the following week.
sented the youngsters by the ma
Members voted to contribute to
tron Charlotte Lermond and Ju Grange Cottage and approved the
venile Deputy Frances Tolman.
purchase of a biulding lot.
Appointed to serve as a commit
tee, for the Community Service
Contest were: Olenwood Sukeforth,
%ftOTIU£p
I.
Progressive Grange
By Margaret Havener

ARTESIAN WELLS

LEWIS HERBERT A BOM
WILMOT DOW
■■

WALDOBORO, MAINE
51-

DRILLERS SINCE 19U

TeL Dark Hhr. 74-1
Mtf

Everett Hobbs of Hope makes peach trees bloom and bear in a climate
foreign to them and has been doing it for 30 years. Above, he is shown
last Sunday as he admired the pink blossoms of one of his favorites, a
carmen. He harvests from 50 to 60 bushels each year from his older
trees and expects a much greater crop as new trees, set out in recent
years, start to bear. He recalls that snow hit on May 10 in '45 to kill
a good part of the apple crop in bloom but his peach trees, also in bloom,
came through with a bumper crop which required supports for some of
the heavily laden limbs.

SPRING FARM CLEAN-UP PROGRAM

SUGGESTED AND OUTLINED BY

FIRE PREVENTION ASSOCIATION
Where do most farm fires get
started, inside or outside of farm
buildings?
Statistics prove that fire is generall an "inside job." Six of eight
of the primary causes of fire are
inside of farm buildings. Lack of
lightning rod protection ana in
flammable material roofs arc the
major outside causes, accordii^ to
the National Fire Protection Asso
ciation. The NFPA is co-operating
with ‘he Extension Services in the
spring clean-up to reduce fire and
accident hazards on farms. •
Farm hazards vary to some ex
tent with the type of farm struc
ture. Incubators and brooder house
fires, for example, are most fre
quently due to faulty installation
or improper maintenance. The N
F P A suggests a few rules that
will prevent the great bulk of these
fires:
1. Above all else practice good
housexeeping. Keep it clean, is
sound advice. Disorder and dirt
near incubators and brooders al
most invariably are the reason for
the rapid spread of fire if not the
primary cause.
2. if operating an oil-burning
incubator or brooder, fill the fuel
reservoir at regular hours and dur
ing the day. Don't store extra
drums of oil in the brooder house.
Trim the wicks and clean the bur
ner every day. Place the incubator
on a firesafe floor. If the floor is
not concrete, cover it with aofocstos
metal or sand.
3. If operating a stove-type in
cubator, or brooder with a slow

Austin Winchenbaugh and Frank
Sheffield.
Owls Head Grange
Ry E. Walker
At the last meeting of Owls Head
Grange the First and Second de
grees were conferred on Carleton
Morse. Frances Morse, Owen Weeks
Merle Weeks, Everett Conary, Uno
Ilvoncn and Ronald Anderson.
Owls Head Grange will attend
the Owls Head Baptist Church on
Sunday, May 17. The service is at
& a m. It is hoped there will be a
large attendance.
The Lecturer's program was in
honor of Mother’s Day. In the ab
sence of Thelma Murray, Carrie
Nash took her place and presented
the following program.
"It's A Grand Thing To Be A
Granger,"
members.
"Mother’s
Day", read by Irene Decker:
"Thoughts Of Mother,' by Carrie
Nash. "In This Audience,” read by
Ellena Fredette. The oldest mother
was Effie Dyer and the youngest
Detphine Butler of South Hope.
They received carnations from the
lecturer.
Past Lecturer Evelyn St. Clair
was oresented with a Past Lectur
er’s jewel.
The closing thought, read by
Helen Ooffey. The Lecturers March
was won by Elisabeth Walker.
Achorn Grange

A memorial service for those
members of Acorn Grange who
have died during the past year will
be held during the Wednesday eve
ning meeting.
A program, which will follow the
services, has been planned and will
include accordion solos and other
features.
Visitors are
Acorn Orange.

always

welcome

at

burning fuel such as coal, be care
ful in regulating the draft. Make
flues of brick or heavy metal. If
the brooder stove sets on a combus
tible floor, particularly if the floor
is covered with litter, build a con
crete platform that extends at least
five Inches beyond the rim of the
base of the stove, and at least one
and one-fourth inches in height.
If no more litter is used than nec
essary, the platform will prevent
the chicks from scratching the lit
ter into direct contact with the base
of the stove.
4 If an electric Incubator or
brooder is used, be sure the wiring
system is adequate. Don't add addi
tional equipment to the circuit
without checking to be sure the
wiring is heavy enough to carry the
load. Keep fuses and switch boxes
free of dust and dirt.
The National Fire Protection As
sociation points out that with the
exception of the winter months,
spring brings the highest fire loss
in rural areas. To reduce this loss
Extension Services join with the
Department of Agricultural and
NFPA in urging a vigorous clean
up of hazards on the farm this
spring. Here are some important
measures for every farmer to take
in cleaning up his farm:
I. Farm machinery and tools,
especially equipment that was left
out in the open during the winter,
should be cleaned, repaired, oiled
and sharpened.
2 Clean the barn Thoroughly,
eliminating such usual fire hazards
as trash and debris piled in the cor
ners; cobwebs on the rafters and
around fuse boxes. Replace worn
out electrical cords and damaged
parts. Make sure lightning rods are
properly connected and flre extin
guishers arc fully charged and
ready to use.
,
3. Check the roofs of the barn,
farm home and other buildings. II
leaks have developed, select a
weather-tight, flre resistant mater
ial that can be economically placed
over the worn-out roof.
4. Clean the chimney and repair
the heating plant of the home.
Sparks falling on flammable roofs
are one of the major causes of farm
fires. A simple chimney "Sweep”
can be made by wrapping an old
sack around a few bricks, tying a
rope around it, and pulling it up
and down in the chimney.
5. Repair broken flooring and
sidewalls of the barn, brooder
houses, storage bins and other
buildings. Serious injury may re
sult irom such neglected repairs.
Weather-tight buildings are essen
tial to provide storage for crops and
shelter for farm stock.
6. Clean away dead leaves piled
up along the fence or in the far
corners. Dried out by the sun ana
spring winds, such debris can eas
ily be lighted by backfire Irom
power machinery.

Clarista Payson of Pine 4-H Club
of Camden won the Junior Dress
Group with other blue ribbon win
ners being Susan Briggs of Aina
Goal Seekers; Elaine Hoffses. Cam
den Pine 4-H Club; Charlotte
Hunt, Hopeful Homemakers; Mabel
Foster of Rockland. Jolly Highland
ers; Mary woodward and Sandra
Kelsey of Wawenock 4-H of Wal
pole and Phyllis Eskfoerg of Abna
kis 4-H Club in Tenants Harbor.
Red Ribboners were Gloria House
South Bristol; Betty Sprowl, Ap
pleton; Patty Martin, Camden;
Nancy Holmes, South Bristol; Re
becca Rice,
Walpole; Suzanna
Koch, Walpole; Delores Dorr, Dres
den Mills; Dorothy Hall, Dresden
Mills; Roxanne Jewett, Whitefield
and Donna Souviney, Dresden Mills
Dolls, and Drawstring Bags
Modeling their drawstring bags
and dolls were: Gale Kigel of War
ren; Judy Crocker of Whitefield;
Jeraidine Sawyer of New Harbor,
Virginia Ulmer and Barbara Smith
oif Simonton's Corner.
Carrying only draw string bags
in the May Day Parade of articles
by Knox-Lincoln 4-H were: Bar
bara Rhodes, Rockport; Beverly
Clough, Rockport;
Meg Deitz,
Rockport; Barbara Leman, South
Bristoi; Anita Barrett. Hope; Bar
bara McFarland. Walpole; Mary El
len Sprowl, Walpole; Sylvia Jean
Mank, Walpole.

Linda Doel, New Harbor; Kath
erine Morse,
Whitefield; Nancy!
Nelson. Whitefield; Audrey Putnam
Whitefield; Linda Trubel, New- j
castle; Helen Tibbetts, Damari
scotta- Grace Meserve, Newcastle;
Irma Genthner, Damariscotta.
Patty Elleman, Cecil Moran, Lin
da Chapman, Sally Ellwell, Susan
Fossett, Susan Anderson all ol
Damariscotta.
Dorothy Ulmer, Jeanne Morton,
Sandra Morton, Jerry Pound, Goppy Frye and Ruth Ann Erickson all
of Simonton.
Pauia Chamberlain, Damariscot
ta; Sandra Morton, New Harbor;
Sally Montan, New Harbor and
Cynthia Frey, Dresden.
The following
made aprons:
Fiances Percival, Aina; Judy Albe,
Aina; Laura Jones. Aina; Sylvia ;
Mank, Walpole; Jeraidine Sawyer,
New Harbor;
Linda Stimpson,
North Warren;
Gloria Russell,
Whitefield; Mary Ann Hutchins,
Whitefield and Mertie Weymouth.
Dresden,
Skirts

Jane Packard, Evelyn Dean, Jean
Garland. Reena Megquier and Car
olyn Spear of Camden. Geraldine
Weston, Judith Weston and Martha
Holmes of South Bristol.
Marie McFarland and Chalmer
Lund of Walpole; Ann Ingraham,
Rockland; Joan Campbell, Hope.
June Stimpson ot North Warren
modeled skirts and some blouses.

MARITIME OIL CO.

By Roy Gross, Soil Conserva
tion Service, Waldoboro

County Agent's
Corner

Richard Stone, engineering spe Dear Farmer:
cialist, spent one day in the dis
Blueberries are starting to blos
trict advising on difficult engineer som, and it is starting (once again)
ing problems, a number of farms
j to rain— Two items that bring up
were visited where such problems
as drainage, stream bank control, two more items.
pond construction, irrigation, etc.
First, this is an important year
existed and were advised on.
i to have bees. If we have rainy
One day was spent on Vinal
I weather through bloom; even a
haven recently, planning the farms i
| short time of flying weather will
of Roberts ar.d Rhinelander.
A soils map will be made soon mean more set fruit if we have
for (Detail planning purposes. plenty cf bees around to do the job.
Contour strips were, also, layed With a moderate bloom in prospect,
out on the Roswell Gray farm.
we should try for a good berry set
Ross plans to do contor planting
this spring, which in turn will and should have bees to get this.
conserve soil and moisture. Other Each acre of blueberry land should
soil conserving practices, pasture have a strong hive of bees set out
management, woodland manage ! on it at the beginning of blossom
ment. etc., were also planned.
Many trees and shrub6 are be | (not too early or the bees will go
ing planted this spring by district somewhere else.)
Secondly, a blossom dust of IS
co-operators.
Some stock has
been furnished by the district and pounds, per acre of Ferbam should
co-operators have purchased ad be applied to stop blossom blight.
■ This disease shoots up from the
ditional amonts.
The multiflora rose hedgerow dead tissue on the ground to attack
planting of the Roseacre Farm in plant tips from where it works
Waldoboro, will be completed this down through the plant, may drop
spring. The owners will have en on blossoms or may shoot up di
closed their entire grassland with rectly on blossoms. If we are going
the rose hedge. The hedge will to have weather for this disease, a
provide a hedge fence for livestock Ferbam dust during blossom and
and food and cover for wildlife. maybe another during petal fall
Some planting stock was furnished for leaf diseases may easily pay off.
by the district and the owners
Sincerely,
purchased some.
Gilbert B Jaeger, County Agent

Judges

Judges for the dresses were Mrs.
Martha Campbell of the Warren
Extension Group and Mrs. Esther
Gross of the Waldoboro Extension
Grouo. Both of these ladies are out
standing clothing leaders.

Uofot of CL

fnwn,

Talent Show

Appearing in the show were:
Marie MacFarland and Suzanne
Koch of Walpole, skit. 4-H songs
by Barbara Rhodes, Beverly Clough
Linda Ames and Beg Dejtz of
Rockport.
Also Barbara Chase of New Har
bor, song, "Beautiful Dreamer.”
Tap dancing, Susan Fossett, Irma
Genthner and Linda Chapman of,
Damariscotta. Piano Solos by Gale '
Kigel, Warren and Mary Sprowl of
South Bristol. Songs, Linda Stimp
son and Jane Stimpson of Warren.

HOME DEMONSTRATION AGENT NOTES
ach the cxalic acid keeps the cal
cium from being available for body
Spring is rhubarb time, and the use.
Rhubarb is a favorite for use in
tangy appealing flavor of fresh
pies. I.i fact, one of the names for
rhubaib pie is as sure a sign of this vegetable is pie plant. And that
springtime as the growth of green came about as a result of the fre
grass and appearance of robins.
quent use of rhubarb in making
The color and taste of rhubarb pies. A plain, two-crust pie is a real
are especially welcome in spring old favorite in many homes when
time meals; and this vegetable has spring rolls around each year. But
you can make a lattice-top crust or
several very popular uses.
It's a long-time fa'-orite in pies. even a meringue to top the pie with
It has special appeal as sauce' and and give it some special appeal.
In making pies, many people use
rhubaib combines well with sever
al fruits to give varied taste appeal. apples, strawberries or pineapple to
The young stalks of rhubarb are vary the flavor of the rhubarb, the
the most tender, and have the best sweetness of these other fruits
flavor. But the older, thicker stalks counteracting to some extent the
can be used very well in many rhu sourness or tartness of the rhubarb.
barb dishes. Look for stalks that Then, of course, rhubarb sauce is
are fresh in appearance, firm, crisp, another top favorite. And that can
and tender. Avoid rhubara that be baited or stewed to make a sim
looks wilted and has flabby-appear- ple dessert that is very easy to pre
ing stalks. For such rhubarb is us pare. And if you have some left
ually poor in quality and is very over rhubarb sauce, it can be used
likely to lack tlie flavor that makes very nicely in a molded salad ring
with fruits and nuts.
this vegetable so appealing.
It's the stalks ol the rhubaib
Rhubarb that has been held too
long after harvest has a wilted, plant that you use. The leaves
flabby appearance. It may be should be discarded. And cooking
stringy as well as lacking flavor. those stalks is easy. If they're
Rhubarb that has grown too long ' young and tender, they don’t need
before being harvested may be ■ to be peeled. Older stalks that may
tough and stringy and usually has 1 be tough, will need peeling. But
quite a lot of waste. But the firm, I it’s well to use the young and ten
crisp, tender, fresh-looking -stalks der ones, because leaving the peel
are the ones that provide plenty of ing on provides a brighter color to
flavor, color and zest to appetites I the rhubarb after it is cooked. You
1 oan make rhubarb sauce on top of
in the springtime.
Just as crispness is a sign of good the stove in a covered sauce pan.
quality in rhubarb on the retail Or. you can cut up the rhubarb and
counter, so it is a condition that bake it in a covered casserole.
By Winifred Ramsdell

Home Demonstration /Agent

Rhubarb Cream Fie
you want to retain in the rhubarb
Makes One 9” Pie
until it's time to use it. And that
means the refrigerator is the place 1 cup sugar
to keep it after you get it home. I 3 tablespoons flour
Wash the stalks, and get rid of the ’ 2 1-2 cups stewed rhubarb
excess water. Then, put it in the re ' 2 egg yolks, slightly beaten
frigerator where it will stay cool ' 1-3 cup orange juice
and crisp until it's time to make Grated rind of one orange
1 tablespoon butter
use of it.
Rhubarb's biggest contribution to 1-9" baked pastry shell
1. feift flour and sfigar together;
the food plans of homemakers is the
add .he rhubarb and cook slowly
taste
and
the
zest
that
it
adds
to
The sympathy of the community
until thickened, stirring constantly.
is extended to the families of the the meals. And it isn't used as a
2. Stir into egg yolks; return to
source
of
nutritive
values,
although
late Mrs. John Eckert and Thomas
there are some small amounts of a heat and cook one minute longer.
Beal in their bereavment.
number of the nutritional elements 3. Remove from heat; add or
in this vegetable. There are small ange Juice, rind and butter. Cool.
4. Pour into pastfy shell; cover
amounts of vitamins A and C—as
CALSO
well as thiamine and riboflavin. with meringue and bake.
RANGE — FUEL
Meringue for 1-9" pie
And rhubarb also contains some
1. Beat eggs until frothy
irno. phosphorus and calcium, but
2. Add sugar gradually and conTEL. 1371
the calcium may not be of any val
56-tf
ue to the body, because as in spin tinue beating until stiff. Add Ua-

TENANT’S HARBOR

Soil Conservation

The laying hen men are really ' pensive to lay that way. I never
riding the gravy train this year) went near a tar pot but that I was
in the opinion of Frank Reed, soon well covered and I find others
poultry specialist who addressed the have the same trouble. If I get
members of the Lincoln County Im- I kidded too much. I think I will get
provement association at their May | a gallon of asphalt aluminum paint
meeting held at Wilmont Dow’s hat and daub up the black spots.
chery in Waldoboro.
The white roofing is costing me
Mr Reed very evidently makes an only 15 cents a roll extra and I
extensive study of the poultry think this summer I will be glad to
business at all times for he always have it on. Those black roofs cer
comes up with a lot of interesting tainly absorb plenty of heat.
facctual information often backed
The broiler market has perked
up by a clear financial analysis.
up a little but no one is very hopeful
The rapidly moving poultry bus for very high prices until fall for
iness keeps us wondering about this the chick placements continue to
and that most of the time Some of be very heavy. I was offered 26 S
the information presented in the cents a pound for 10 week old white
poultry magazines is apparently over cockerals a few days ago and the
enthusiastic or the result of in buyer told me that roasters were
sufficient tests.
Frank always about 32 cents and fowl about the
clears the air on quite a few of these same.
questions when he spends an even
The egg market has been off a
ing with us.
little lately dropping from a high
The Leghorn furore has kept us of 59 to 55 cents. No one is par
guessing this year and to read some ticularly worried as there is still
of the material one would think a scarcity of eggs compared to last
that our good old sex-links, and year. Mr. Reed thought that eggs
heavy straight breeds were ready might reach 70 cents this year and
for the ash can. Mr Reed admits Mr. Boynton of Hoods thought they
that there is a possible small profit might go higher than that tor a
advantage to Leghorns amounting brief time. Mr. Reeds looks for a
to about 13 cents a bird for the year. pretty good price on fowl until fall.
But he does not advise any rush
Most of the fowl that will go to
to this breed by one and all.
market from this area from now un
For one thing most of us are buy til the fall prices are over will be
ing from reliable established breed culls and birds that have finished
ers and it would take some time for their production period.
all of us to find a source of chicken
The ammonia season in the hen
supply for Leghorns within a reas house is nearing an end. During
onable distance. Our houses arc all cold months when litter is damp
equipped for the heavies and there in most houses, the air is redolent
are new problems peculiar to this with the pungent fumes.
The
breed. Also a flood of white eggs poultryman is very little bothered
might depress the price on the Bos unless the fumes get intense enough
ton market. Another point is that to cause choking, but let a layman
come into the pen and he begins
Leghorn eggs are harder to clean.
Tentative plans were made at the to talk in gasps and tears run
Lincoln County meeting for a sum down his cheeks. Generally, he
mer picnic and William Jameson wheezily grunts that he cannot
stand it and bolts for the door.
was appointed chairman.
It is interesting to note that while The standard question is "How uo
the ladies are very active in the you stand it?” Sometimes we can't
Knox County Poultry Improvement take it and more than once I have
Association, the Lincoln county staggered about half blinded from
window to window after a cold
group is practically all male.
I had a chance to take full advan night, to open them as quickly as
tage of the beautiful weather last possible.
Anyone who wants to cure the
weekend as we laid 50 rolls of white
double coverage roofing on a 30x60 cigarette habit should try working
shelter. It is not as pretty as when in a poultry house in the winter.
it was unrolled as I gave orders to That mildness which all the cigar
put on plenty of cement regardless ette manufactures talk about dis
of looks. My lumber dealer told me appears and the smoke burns and
of one customer who sent back half oliokes the smoker and at the same
the cement and later had troubles, time the taste is very unpalatable.
so I was forewarned. I suppose it It is the ammonia fumes that cause
is possible to put the tar on so that this and it takes several minutes
it would not show at the seams, but after leaving the poultry house be
it would be considerably more ex fore this clears up.
voring. Pile meringue on pie and
bake in slow oven 325” tor 15-18
minutes.

CATERPILLARS!

WE COME—THEY GO!
For social items in The CourierGazette. Phone 1044. City.
tf

CLAYT BITLER

Wants to See YOU About
TELEVISION
117-tf

To insure freedom from
these pests order
your spraying early.

Maine Arborists,
Inc.
BOX 53

CtMDEN,
TEL. 785
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day the monthly Pack Meeting for
Cub Pack 206 will be held at 7.15
with the theme “Mother Nature's
Back Yard.”
• • • •

Rockport Lions To Stage Minstrel Show

THOMASTON
News and Social Itema Notices and Advertisements may be sent
or telephoned to
ICRS. GLADYS OONDON, ERIN STREET. TEL. 11S-J

St. Peter’s Episcopal Church,
Rev. E. O. Kenyon, rector, Sunday
service: Parish Communion and
sermon at 9.30. Weekday services.
Tuesday, Mass at 730; Wednesday,
Mass at 6 a. m.; Thursday and
Friday, Mass at 730.
• • • •
At St. Bernard's Church; Sun
day services are at 8 and 11 a .m.
Daily Mass is at 6 45 a m. and Con
fession, Saturday at S30 and 7
P m Sunday Mass at St. James'
j Church,
Thomaston, 9 a. m.
and 9 30 a. m at the Church of
l Our Lady of Good Hope, Camden
At

Holy Trinity Lutheran Church ! James Cafholic Church Sunday at
Knox and Lincoln County will £• a. ,n.
hold church services Sunday eve
Services at St. James Catholic
ning at 730 p. m., May 17, at the Church Sunday at 8 a. m„ followed
church building ln Thomaston. Rev. by Sunday School at 10 a. m.
Yrjo Autio will preach. Social
Sunday School at 9 45 a. m„ at
served by Women's Guild after the the Federated Church followed by
service. Everyone is welcome.
morning service at 11 a. m.
Volunteer workers of the “Hot
Rev. Alfred Wilson of Spruce
Lunch Program" desiring free cheat Head will be the speaker. Miss Ar
xray are to contact Mrs. Arlene dell Maxey will entertain the
Spaulding Tel. 246-3. The xrays Friendly Circle Tuesday at 7.30
are to be given Monday.
I p. m.
P. L Morse is attending the
Sunday School at 9.45 a. m. folMethodist Conference at Auburn. ! lowed by morning service at 11 a.
The 50th anniversary of Grace m„ at the Baptist Church. Rev.
Services at the United Pente
Chapter OES will be observed at John Fitzpatrick’s subject: “Seed
costal Church, paster Harry Hutch
the Masonic Temple Saturday eve time." Young Peoples meeting at 6
ins, will be: Sunday School, 1 p. m.;
1 p. m., with Mrs. Lillian Fitzpatrick
ning at 8.
worship service, 2.30 and evange
The Friendly Circle meets Tues ! the leader. 7 p. m. song service the
listic hour, 7.30 p. m. with Rev.
day evening at 7.30 with Miss Ar subject "Another Parable” MonStanley Morris preaching Saturday
; day at 930 a. m. the WCTU Coun
dell Maxey, Main street.
night, also in the Sunday service.
The WCTU County Convention ty Convention lor an all day ses
The Tuesday night meeting and
will be held Monday at the Baptist sion morning and afternoon. Mon
j Thursday night prayer service both
Church for a morning and after day evening Beta Alpha meets with
! are at 7.30.
• • • •
noon session beginning at 9.30 a. m Mrs. Leona Starrett. There will be
At the First Baptist Church the
The Beta Alpha meets Monday a swap party. Thursday, prayer
Sunday services will begin with a
night with Mrs. Leona Starrett, meeting.
time of prayer at 10.15. In the
Knox <-treet. Thefe will be a swap
morning worship service at 1030
party.
Photo by Jura , ~_v - Charles MacDonald will
Rev. Alfred Wilson of Spruce
Three jollv minstrels from the Rockport Lions Club who will be featured in the club's show which is
Mr. and Mrs. Milton Philbrook
scheduled for Rockport Town Hall the evening of May 28. From left to right they are: Vernon Kenney, have as hls sermon subject. Jesus
Head will speak at the Federated
; and daughter Celia were weekend Harry Goodrich and L. True Spear, Jr. A rollicking show has been put together by Director George Crockett Only." Small children will be cared
Church Sunday morning.
I guests of her parents, Mr. and Mrs. of Camden. Proceeds of the show go to the civic and charity funds of the group.
I for in the nursery during the mornMrs. Nahum Mitchell of Wake
F. N. Philbrook.
I ing service. The Church School
field, Mass., is guest of her broth
Fred Philbrook has been in West- ]
Golda HaU, Mrs. Jeannette Denni
I will have Bible Study classes for
er and sister-in-law, Rev. and Mrs. , brook for a few days on business. I
son, Mrs. Thelma Stone, Mrs. Mar
all age groups at 12. The Am
John Fitzpatrick.
garet Wood and Mrs Barbara Hol ROCKPORT
i Mrs. Ruth Stinchfield of Auburn CAMDEN
bassadors for Christ meeting at 6
Mrs. Hoyt Whitaker of Boonton,
brook. Remarks were made by the MRS. KENNETH WENTWORTH will be led by Elaine Harjula and
MRS KENNETH HERRICK
is visiting her parents, Mr. and Mrs.!
N. J., is guest of her sister and L. L. Young.
Correspondent
Correspondent
distinguished guests present. De
Marilyn Reynolds. A prayer meet
Telephone Camden 2483
Teiephone 2197
brother-in-law, Rev. and Mrs. John
licious refreshments of ice cream,
Oscar Ames went to Rockland
ing at 7 will precede "The Gospel
Fitzpatrick.
cake and coffee were served.
Tuesday on business
Story Hour” at 7.15. A hymn-sing
Miss Minnie Seaver of Lexington,
Mrs. Elizabeth Wheeler of Ten- ! Mrs. Leafy Mutch and Mrs. Maud
The officers of Harbor Light will open this service, and in the
Church News
Mass., has been a guest of Miss
Chapter, O.EJ3., will hold a re broadcast period from 730 to 8
ants Harbor is a guest of her niece. Whitney have returned from a va
At the First Congregational
Nora Seaver and Miss Kay Crane
hearsal at the Masonic Hall Mon music will be by the choir and a
cation trip to Virginia and South
Mrs. Wilmer Ames.
during the week.
ern States, visiting their son Church, E. Roy Burchell, Minister, day evening, May 18 at 7.30 in pre male quartet. Mr. MacDonald will
Henrietta Hall Palmeter
Simmons-Matson
and daughter-in-law, Mir. and activities will be held as follows' paration for Guest Officers’ Night, begin a series of sermons on the
The remains of Henrietta Hall Mrs. Ralph Whitney at Rich Saturday, May 16. 10 a. m., Ladies' which will be held on Tuesday eve second coming of Christ. Among
Hilma Jeanette Matson, daugh
Palmeter who died Jan. 17, 1953 in mond, Va.
Circle Rummage Sale at the Par ning May 19 at 7.30. Refreshments the questions discussed will be the
ter of Mr. and Mrs. Walter M.
Kent's Hill were brought here on
The Baptist Mission Circle wiU ish House. Sunday, May 17, 9.15 will be served following the meet “What, When, How, and Why of
Matson of Cushing, became the
the Sunbeam Wednesday for burial.
His Coming.” This Sunday evening
meet Tuesday, May 19 at 2.30 p. m., a. m„ Church School, 10.30 a. m., ing.
bride of Donald Arthur Simmons,
Mrs. Palmeter was born Sept. 23, with Mrs. Irving Johnson. Please
The Rockport Extension Associa the subject will be “The 'What' of
son of Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Sim
morning
worship.
1873 n Roseville, Hl., daughter of bring April missions.
tion will hold a rummage and food His Coming.” On Tuesday at 7.30
mons of
Friendship, Saturday
A nursery is conducted in the
Henry Hall and Pamelia Burgess.
Mrs. Stonie Jameson, who has Parish House during morning wor sale Saturday at Peggy's Store. This in connection with the Happy
night. A double ring ceremony was
In her youth Mrs. Palmeter was been a patient at the Eastern Maine
sale will be for the whole day, Prayer and Praise Meeting there
performed at North Waldoboro.
very frail but in spite of this, she General Hospital, Bangor, has re ship for the convenience of parents starting at 10.30 a. m.
.will be a presentation of the Rich
Mrs. Simmons
graduated from
who
wish
to
leave
their
children
was a student at Farmington Nor turned home.
mond Bible Camp by Rev. and Mrs.
The
Jolly
Five
Club
met
Wednes

Thomaston High School in the
there while they attend the service.
mal School, attended the Univer
Jesse StarT. They will be accom
The
first
sewing
meeting
of
the
day
afternoon
at
the
home
of
Mrs
Class of BI. She is a medical tech
7.00 p. m„ Pilgrim Fellowship goes
sity of Kansas and was graduated Camden Junior Extension Associa
panied by four trumpeters. The
nician in the WAC Corps at Camp
to Rockland. AU members of the Helena Kenney. Present were Mrs.
from Boston University. She was tion will be held Monday evening
Junior Ambassadors will meet on
P. F. are urged to be at the Parish Dorothy Young, Mrs Edith Browne,
Breckinridge, Conn.
: also iffiliated with the Old South at the home of Mrs. Wendell PayHouse by 6.30 p. m. for transporta and Mrs. Mildred Easton of Cam Friday at 3.30. • » • •
Mr. Simmons graduated from
Church of Boston and both she son.
den; Mrs. Blanche Wentworth and
Thomaston High School in the
tion.
The Sunday evening worship ser
and her husband Stanley Palmeter
Mt. Battie Lodge, IOOF, will hold
son Earle and Mrs. Kenney and
Class of '48. He spent nearly four
The
Church
is
open
each
day
vice
at the South Thomaston Meth
whom she married in 1917 were RoU CaU on May 19. They will
daughter Janice. A social after
years in the army and 11 months
members of the Matinicus Church also work the Third Degree on a during the week to anyone for noon was enjeyed and refresh odist Church will be held at seven
in Korea. He is now seif employed
prayer and meditation. Enter, rest
which was built on land given by candidate. There will be a fish ,
ments were served by the hostess. o' clock. Mr. Conant will preach on
at Friendship.
and
pray.
chowder
supper
served
at
6.30
p.
m.
'
Mrs. Palmeter.
The next meeting will be held at the subject “It Happened at Mid
In July the couple will make
Por many years Mr. and Mrs. AU members are asked to come and J
the home of Mrs. Mildred Easton, night.” All are Invited to attend
Il you run out of hot dish mat
their home at Friendship.
• • • •
Palmeter lived on the Hall home enjoy a good evening.
ise several layers of newsprint Camden.
Worship
of
God
at the Pratt Me
Church News
Elmer Wadsworth is enjoying a
stead here where he was a success
The annual meeting of the Rock morial Methodist Church will be at
Mass will be celebrated at St. ful fanner and she was a beloved vacation from his duties at the olnd the edges and there you have
them, at very slight cost Newsprin; port Health Council will be held 10.30. Rev. Merle Conant will
school teacher in the island school. Camden National Bank.
on
sale at The Courier-Gazette Friday evening, May 22, at 8 p. m., preach on the theme “It Happened
Mrs. Archie Bailey is visiting
In 1926 they moved to Kents Hill
<unprlnted>
!*fi4 at the Rockport Boat Club. Rortt- at Midnight.” Mrs. Davis will play
where they have lived ever since. relatives in Boston.
port mothers will serve refresh
Choral in Eb by Broad, How Lovely
She is survived by her husband
Guest Officers' Night
ments following the meeting.
Are The Messengers by Mendel
Stanley Palmeter; a brother Free
Dr. Howard Tribou and Mrs.
Maiden Cliff Rebekah Lodge ob
Camden Theatre
ssohn and Postlude by Moir as well
man HaU of Kansas; a sister, Mrs. served Guest Officers' Night Wed
Annie Dean of Camden were dinner
Winnifred Bassick of South Thom nesday with guest officers serving
guests Sunday of Mrs. Enos Ingra as the regular organ program dur
aston; a niece, Mrs. Edna Ander from Gardiner, Tenant’s Harbor,
ham and Mr and Mrs. Louis Cash ing the service. The choir will sing
The Greatest Indian Fighter
and daughter, Carol.
Afternoon the anthem “Te Deum” by Pepper.
son of South Thomaston and a Warren, Belfast. Other lodges rep- |
Of Them All . . . Starring
guests were Mrs. Harold Cates, Mr. Pavone will present the solo
nephew Everett HaU of Cape Eliz resented were: Waldoboro, Round I
Geo. Montgomery, Helena Carter
Pond, Rockland, California and I
children Effie and George and "God Is A Spirit” by Scott. The
abeth.
grandchildren
Richard and Robert Church School will convene at 11
During the last years of her life, Massachusetts. A short program
In Technicolor—Plus a
Cates; Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Cates o'clock for study of the lesson for
Mrs. Palmeter was tenderly cared followed the meeting with the fol
Wonderful Laugh-Laden Hit!
and two sons, all of Vassalboro; the day. Ail are invited to remain
Seeds make up but a small part
for by her childhood friend Miss lowing taking part: Piano solo by
Mr. and Mrs. Oliver Ingraham of for study and learning.
of your gardening outlay, but
Laura Sanborn who has made her Miss Jessie Innes; solo by Doris
The Boy Scouts will hold their
Rockland and Mr. and Mrs. May
they are doubly expensive if
Overlock of Warren; reading by
home with them.
Chas. Boyer, Louis Jourdan,
weekly meeting on Monday night at
nard Ingraham.
you have to replant. Whether
A short service was held at the Nettie Gardiner, solo by Mrs. Bar
Marsha Hunt, Bobby Driscoll
Granville Ames is employed at 7 o'clock. Harold Whitehill will di
you grow a lot or a little, it pays
grave by Rev. Neal Bousefield with bara Holbrook and a skit with Mrs.
And Last Ch. of “BLACKHAWK"
Ingraham's
Store for part time rect. Tuesday night prayer meet
to invest in reliable seeds. We
a prayer by Rev. Gilbert Forbes.
work and will work full time dur ing will be at 7.30. All are urged to
offer Woodruff Garden Seeds,
SUN.-MON.-TUES.
Rev. Bousefield read some verses
attend this meeting of praise,
ing the summer.
grown by experts who make it
that were weU adapted to the life
of

MATINICUS

Now! $110 Cash Nite

prayer and discussion. The Kola
Klub will be heid the fourth Thurs
day this month instead of the third
Thursday the
regular meeting
night. The choir will rehearse on
Friday night at 7 o’clock. A full
choir is requested.
• • • •
At the Universalist Church (by
the Court House) Rockland, Rev. i
George H. Wood, minister, Rev. i
John S. Lowe, D. D„ Minister
Emeritus: Sunday, May 17, the
morning service at 11 a. m., will be
devoted to a Children’s Day ob
servance. The Church School ush
ers are Arthur Lawrence, Freder- j
ick Carey, Robert Shaw and Edward |
Moffitt, Jr. The greeters of the day ,
are Mrs. Alfred Benner and Mrs.
Sherman Daniels. The Cradle Roll '
superintendent is Mrs. Ronald A. 1
Gillis, who will assist at the time of '
the christenings. There will be a
program by the children, with !
awards and the presentation of
plants. Samuel Collins, Jr., super- j
intendent, is in charge of the gen- i
eral program and will be assisted
by the staff and teachers. He re
ports an increase of 75 percent in
the total number of pupils enrolled
this past season in the Church
School. The memorial flowers this
Sunday are placed in loving mem
ory of Arthur P. Haines by Mrs.
Haines, and in loving memory of
J. Albert Jameson and son Jimmy,
by Mrs. Jameson. The Junior and
Senior Universalist Youth Fellow
ships meet at the vestry Sunday
evening at 630. At 730 there will
be a special Universalist Society
meeting called to discuss the pur
chase of a parsonage and any
other business which may come be
fore tiie meeting. All are welcome
at the morning Church service.
At the Congregational Church,
Rev. Charles R Monteith, pastor:
Morning Worship at 10.45 with ser
mon "Learning New Attitudes.”
The choir will present “Still, Still
With Thee” by Rogers, under the
direction ol Mrs. Eleanor Cote
Howard, with Mrs. Faith Berry or
ganist Church School classes will
convene at 9.30 for third graders
and over, and at 10.30 for those
younger. Comrades of the Way will
meet at the church at 6.30 to play
host to the Pilgrim Fellowship of
Camden which is due to arrive at
7 o'clock. The program will include
colored slides and 16 mm movies of
the high school summer conference
"Manitou" conducted by the Con
gregational Christian Conference
of Maine.
Appointments for the week in
clude- Monday the Boy Scout Troop
206 will meet at 7, at church; and
at 7.30 the Board of Deacons will
meet at the parsonage; Tuesday the
Pack Committee of Pack 206 will
meet at 7 o'clock at the parsonage;
Wednesday the annual Children's
Circle supper will be presented at
530 for all Church School members
up through the sixth grade, with
movies presented after supper; Fri-

At the Church of the Nazarene,
Rev. Oakley E. Woodward, pastor,
Sunday services will be as follows:
Sunday School at 9.45; morning
worship at 10 45; at 6 p. m. the N.
Y. P. s. will meet and at 7.30 the
evening evangelistic service. Wed
nesday night at 7.30 will be the mid
week prayer meeting. Also the An
nual Church meeting for election
of officers for the coming year. All
members try to be present. On
Thursday evening the Missicnr;^
Society will meet at 7 at the par
sonage at 16 Maverick street. This
also is for election of officers.

At Littlefield Memorial Baptist
Church, Rev. James W. Dagino,
minister will preach at 10.30 Sun
day morning worship on “New
Power Por Living.” The choir will
render special music and there
will be a nursery for all small
children; 1145 a. m. Bible School
for all ages; 6 p. m., Baptist Youth
Fellowship will meet in the vestry
with Miss Eva Ames as leader;
7.15 p. m., Sunday evening serveie
of worship. The pastor will bring
a special message. “New Light^
From Old Lamps." The Youth*
Choir will sing and there will be
an old favorite hymn sing.
Monday, 7.30 p. m., the young
people cf the church will go to
Rockport Baptist Church for the
Association B Y.F rally. All young
people are urged to meet at the
church by 7 p. m., so that all can
go as a group to the meeting. Rev.
and iMrs. Allan Brough will bring
special music, chalk artistry, and
a brief message. Refreshments •
will be served by the host church.
Tuesday, 7 30 p. m., prayer meet
ing at the church. Everyone in
vited to attend this important
mid-week meeting.
On Fridayafter school the Pilgrim group of
Pioneer Girls will meet with Mrs.
Norma Dorman at the church.
•• • •
At Owls Head Baptist Church,
Rev. James W. Dagino. minister:
Morning worship service is at 9
o'clock with the pastor bringing
the message, "New Power For
Living.” The Owl's Head Grange
members are invited to attend this
service in a body. At 10.15 a. m.
Bible School for all ages meets
in the church and Thursday, 7.30
p. m.. Prayer meeting.

"Mortals and Immortals” is the
subject of
the Lesson-Sermon^
which will be read in all Churches*
of Christ Scientist, on Sunday,
May 17. The Golden Text is from
the book of Romans (Romans 8:6)
"To be carnally minded is death;
but to be spiritually minded is life
and peace.” Sunday services at 1030
a. m„ and Sunday School at 1145
a. m Wednesday night services at
730.

SOCIAL DANCE
SOUTH THOMASTON
GRANGE HALL

EVERY SATURDAY

Music by the Nor’easters
Donation 50c Everyone Welcome
59* lt

“THE PATHFINDER”
“THE HAPPY TIME”

their business to produce seeds

that germinate — and yield
superior crops.

woodruff

GARDEN SEEDS

of Mrs. Palmeter. Those attending
from out of town were: Stanley
Palmeter and Laura Sanborn of
Kent’s HUI; Freeman HaU of KanI sas; Mr. and Mrs. Everett HaU of
! Cape Elizabeth; Mr. and Mrs. Carl
Anderson and Milton Bassick of
; Thomaston; Mrs. Ruth Stinchfield
of Auburn.

Studley Hardware

DANCING TONIGHT

Co.

LAKEHURST

THOMASTON

DAMARISCOTTA
Lloyd Rafnell and His Orchestra

TEL 20

MAIN 8T.

56-S-tf

59-lt

THOMASTON

_______

—- a trigger
SSfT of terror I

With Ann Miller, S- Z. Sakall

Nat "King" Cole. Billie Burke
Plus Latest News and Cartoon

59-lt

JOSEPH KAUFMAN p-r'.en*.

2 CARTOONS EVERY NIGHT

AND HELP THE

The Musical Thats Got

EVERYTHING'

Collection on Sunday, May 17

All items donated will be sold at auction in mid
summer to benefit the Lions Club recreational pro
gram in the community. Club members will call
at Thomaston homes on Sunday, May 17 for ali
manner of items householders may wish to give.

y
Paramount potAehTj

i

WALDOBORO—TEL 188
Crary Evening at 1.88. Mattnaia 3
Saturday at 2.88. Sunday at LSI 3
TODAY ONLY, MAY 18

Peter Lawford, Janice Rule,
Richard Greene in

PONYEXPRESS

_____ i.u.trTECHNICOLto
(WON

ISONU

JIN

ratio J

HESTONFUMINGSIQIUNC'IIim '

SUNDAY AND MONDAY
BUY 11-18
^TSchniCO^

Jane Powell, Farley Granger.

Ann Miller In

Also—Monday Night—Honey Quiz 8.30
ENDS
“MAN ON A TIGHTROPE”
SATURDAY

“SMALL TOWN GIRL"

Plus—fiat. Afternoon, Capt, Video No. 7

■cu.tttnno ooihmubb nasmiiiaB rosMUoimi

In Technicolor

59-lt

Help the Youngsters At
Children Under 12 FREE
57*88

WALDO theathi

“ROGUE'S MARCH”

Get Rid of Unwanted Items and

the Same Time

BUT IT SHOULD

HEARTBREAK
poised en

- WX nun • (UH CSNKK • BE EMIT

AUCTION

,f COULD oMtf HAPI>En TO THEM...

STARTS SUNDAY
A Real Suspense Drama

CLEAN OUT YOUR ATTICS
LIONS

Ends Today—Clark Gable
“NEVER LET ME GO”

FARLEY

Joan Crawford
Sudden Fear!

FOLKS . . .

and TUESDAY

SUNDAY AND MONDAY ONLY!

'p^'PoWELL
Granger

TONIGHT

Apache War Smoke”
“To the Shores of Tripoli’

SUNDAY, MONDAY

SHOW STARTS AT DUSK
58-lt

TUESDAY-WEDNESDAY
BUY 19-28
i in Anne Baxter, Ri-hard Conte,
Ann Sotbern In

ROCKLAND

“THE BLUE GARDENIA"

58-lt

58-lt

Tuesday-Thursday-Saturday
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Social Matters

Engagement Of

KNOX HOPITAL CELEBRATES

Benefit Style Show | ENGAGEMENT ANNOUNCED

Rockland High

HOSPITAL DAY AND IS GIVEN
I. O. O. F. RESPIRATOR

Staged By Rockland

Senior Announced

The Lincoln Baptist Association | The M.E.T. Club met Wednesday
Youth Fellowship will meet Mon- ; evening at Ruth Porter's on Wash
day May 18, at 7.30 in the Rockport i .ngton street. Because of Mrs. PorBaptist Church. Rev. and Mrs. Al- : ter’s recent illness each member
lan Brough will be the guest speak- brought a box lunch and these were
ers. Mrs. Brough will bring a chalk exchanged. The next meeting will
talk. Rev. and Mrs. Brough will be held at Cubby Korhonen’s at
render several musical numbers. Morse's Comer. The group met reMr. Brough will bring a message' cently at the Thorndike Hotel for
especially for youth of today. The a delicious banquet. All members
young people of the host church were present and everyone enjoyed
will serve refreshments. All young the theatre party after,
people are invited to attend this
------Photo by Uzzei,
meeting, another in the series of
Mrs- Bruce Jack and son Bert of
Miss Marilyn Seavey
Washington,
D.
C.,
are
visiting
monthly rallys.
_____
i their families, Mrs. Donald Pettee
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Seavey of
The Women's Mission Circle of of Camden street, and Mr. and Mrs. 15 Court street, Rockland announce
the First Baptist Church met Wed- Harold Jack of Thomaston. Mr. the engagment of their daughter
nesday afternoon in the vestry for Jack will join his wife here in June, Marilyn to Alden Sewall, Jr , son
a White Cross work meeting, in A six week visit is planned,
of Mr. and Mrs. Alden Sewah ol
which they prepared medical sup-----Thomaston.
plies for a mission hospital and
Elaine Merchant, daughter of
Miss Seavey is a member oi the
packed a box for a girls’ school inj^Jr. an<f Mr*- Robert Merchant, 15 senior class of Rockland, and has
the Belgian Congo.
Ourdy street, celebrated her eighth
been an active member of the class
_____
| birthday Monday by entertaining a
for the past four years.
Mrs. Muriel Salos recently enter- group of friends after school at her
Mr. Sewall is employed by the
tained the M E. T. Club at her home. After Elaine opened her
Jefferson Company
of Detroit.
home at the Head-of-the-Bay and many lovely gifts games were
Mich., and is a graduate of Thom
after a delicious lunch she and Mr. played with the donkey game being
aston High School, Class of 1950.
Salos were honored with a surprise won by Judy Richards and the peaA June wedding has been
receiving a nut hunt by Karen Seavey. Reanniversary party,
planned.
I freshments of ice cream and birthpurse of money.
-------I day cake were served. Favors of
Cape, and Mrs. A. D. Morey left
A children s supper will be served
baskets and balloons were
at the Circle supper in the Congre-1 gjven each guest. Present were: today for a 10-day fishing trip to
gational Church May 20, at 580 ; juna Payson, Phyllis Conary, Ka- Moosehead Lake.
p. m. Mis. Kent Glover and Mrs ren seavey, Judy Richards, Margie
Mr. and Mrs. Ronald Berry were
Josef Vinal are co-chairmen asist- , Johnson, Bonny
Steele, Jaynie
given a surprise housewarming
ed by Mrs. Neil Novicka, Mrs. cummir.gs, Charlene Munsey and
Monday night at their home on 99
Cleveland Sleeper, Jr., Mrs. Law-( Maine's grandmother Mrs. Clara
Pleasant street, by their friends and
rence Plummer, Mrs. Robert An- Payson.
j family with Miss Harriet Beaton
derson, Mrs. Donald Borgerson,
! and Mrs. Lawrence Wildes plan
Mrs. George Hall, Mrs. Robert Ste- { Clifford and Edward Ladd are
vens, Mrs. David Hodgkins, Mrs. spending the weekend at Moose- ning the affair. The completely
surprised couple were presented
John Karl, Mrs. Frederick Reichel, head Lake on a fishing trip.
several miscellaneous gifts. Mrs,
Mrs. E. L. Spear, Mrs. Robert Al- !
------len, Mrs .Aimie Blood. Mrs Robert' New officers elected Wednesday Susie Smith and Miss Winnifred
Call, Mrs. David Knowlton, Mrs.' night by the Rockland District of Earle served delicious refreshments
Donald Haskell, Mrs. George Lewis,
Maine Council of Catholic which were provided by the group,
Mrs. Donald Payson, Mrs. Richard Women will be installed at the fall [ assisted by Mrs. Albert Smith, who
Staples, Mrs. Charlotte Small. Mrs. meeting. They are president, Mrs. served coffee. Invited were: Miss
Mrs. Lawrence
Edward Conley, Mrs. Chauncey Domenic Cuccinello; first vice pres- Harriet Beaton.
Lowell, Mrs. Donald Huntley, Mrs. ident; Mrs. J. Donald Coughlin, Wildes, Mrs. Maude Peterson, Miss
Gladys Rafford, Mrs. Emilio Hary, second vice president. Miss Maureen Winifred Earle, Mrs. Edward WalkMrs. Willard Pease, Mrs. Roger Burns; secretary, Mrs Ray Foley; ' er, Mrs. Ruth Henderson, Miss ArNewhall, Mrs. George Staples, Mrs. and treasurer, Mrs. Sebastian Gro- 1 lene Wood, Mrs. Susie Smith, Mrs.
Alois Kunesh, Mrs. Albert Havener dcr- The Catholic Women's Club of Gertrude Gay, Mrs. Lillian Joyce,
Jr., Mrs. McMahon, Mrs. Irving Camden were hosts to the Rockland Miss Greta Nelson, Miss Florina
MoConchie Mrs. Paul Huber and District for the quarterly meeting Ferrero. Mrs. Lucy Vinal, Mrs Eve
Lady of Good Hope parish lyn Burnett, Miss Mavis Moore,
Mrs. Charles Call. There will be fa- in
vors and movies.
!house with the Rev- George Gou- Mrs. Elvia Rahkonen, Mrs. Ken
____________
' dreau as guest speaker. Gifts were neth Smith, Mrs. Albert Smith,
Women’s Summer Casuals. Nar- presented to Mrs. Loretta Morton Miss Marie Lewis, Lawrence Smith
row and Wide Widths. U. S. "Keds” and Mrs. John Hughes, the first Ernest Nord and Mrs. Bert Vanorse.
and "Kedettes”. Quality Shoe Shop presidents of the organization.
For social items in The Courier310 Main street, Rockland, Me.
|
Read The Courier-Gazette
Gazette, Phone 1044, City.
tf
57-69

THE EASIEST CREDIT TERMS AT

6

PRECIOUS DIAMONDS

Matched UK gold let
tings of modern cHorm to
occent the beauty o<
diamond fire

<| yK
I As

BOTH RLNGS

• DIAMOND BRIDAL SET

DIAMOND PAIR
14K gold matched ring
designs of graceful elegonce Outstanding buy!

Matched 14K gold set
tings carved in a lovely
heart design. An unbeatable value!

J1 L ||

I

BOTH RINGS

"I Nil
BOTH
RLNGS

Other Sets Priced from $49.50
The Easiest Credit Terms in Town

Teachers Friday

Several Rockland Teachers are
Tuesday. May 12, was National talked informally with volunteers.
Hospital Day. and was celebrated during the tea. Girl Scouts, Brown- staging a Style and Variety Show
by having “Open House” at Knox ies' Gray LftdiesCross Nursfs Friday, May 22, and Tuesday, May
„
„
,
. ,
. .
| Aides, from Hope, Hospital AuxilCounty General Hospital, with a „„ ,, .
. .. '
,. . . 26, for the benefit of the scholar
‘ary Members and others told what
tea for the Volunteers. About 120) par’ they had played in the service ship fund. The admission is fifty
cents and the show will be pre
volunteers, employees, staff nurses, to the hospital as Volunteers.
high school students, Gray Ladies, The foliowring organizations were sented in the high school audi
Nurses Aides' and other guests were represented during the afternoon torium at 8 o’clock.
The show will present Rockland
and were honored for their Volun
present during the afternoon.
teachers at their best Miss Ber- j
teer Services:
A very lovely tea was served by
tha Luce will play violin solos in ’
Knox Hospital Nurses Alumnae
true professional style.
Albert
the Women’s Hospital Auxiliary
Association: Capt. Mary Emery, R.
with Mrs. Joshua Southard, (pres- N„ president, Mrs. Margaret White, Harjula and Principal James
Browm are contributing an harmo
dent) as chairman; Mrs. Freder R. N. Junior Womens Club, Mrs.
nica duet. The “AU Girl Orchestra"
ick Farnsworth and Mrs. Abraham Albert Levensaler and Mrs. Charles
has been organized recently by
Small poured. Sandwiches, brown Call; WCTU, Mrs. Helen Gregory
Miss Elaine Luce and promises to
ies, ounch, tea and coffee were and Mrs. Clara Emery; MacDonald
give real competition to Vere
served. A birthday cake, honoring Class, Mrs. Bertha Bell and Mrs. Crockett’s “All Girl Band ”
Florence Nightingale, adorned the Harriet Emery; Womens Hospital
Six of Rockland’s young women
tea table. Mrs. Herbert Parsons, of Auxiliary, Mrs. Joshua Southard, ' teachers will present a pantomime
North Haven, a volunteer, unable to President, Mrs. Jeanette SmaU,1 entitled 'Betty Gets the Heir.”
be prestnt, furnished the lovely flo- Mrs. Mary Farnsworth, and Mrs I The junior High teachers are
,al centerpiece for the table.
Mary Lawry; Mrs. Harold Rich- preparing a “Mock Wedding" with
The tour of the hospital was ardson, R. N. Club, Mrs. Laura Mis* Ida Hughes as the bride's
conducted by Miss Madeline Phil Maxim, R. N.; Rockiand Public Li- mother. This promises to be very
brick, Red Cross Nurses Aide, as orary, Mrs. Nora Cooper; Hospital entertaining.
chairman and assisted by Mrs. Volunteer, Mrs.
Mary Robbins; ; The style show will present the
Frances Dyer and Mrs. Frank Ross, Womens Medical Auxiliary of Knox very latest women's apparel as
of Owls Head as Nurses Aides and County, Mrs. Alvin Foss, Mrs. Neil modeled by men teachers.
Miss Jessie Steward and Mrs. Fogg. Mrs. Edward Morse and Mrs.
Vere Crockett will announce the
Harold Putnam, Thomaston as Frederick
Dennison:
Rockland entire program.
The general
Gray Ladies.
Womens Club, Mrs. Mary Garrett, chairman is Mrs. Norma Conners;
Photo by Warren Kay Vantine Studio
Mrs. Edward K. Morse and Mrs. Mrs. Elzada Barstow; High School her assistants are Miss Ann Leach.
Miss Faye E. Kobbins
Frederick Dennison were hostesses Volunteers, Betty Jewell, chairman McLain; Mrs. Mina Boardman,
Mr. and Mrs R Holman Rob
n the Hospital with Mrs. Neil Fogg Tag Day, Judy Hudson, Jane Hen- Tyler; Miss Bertha Luce, Purchase
Her fiance was graduated from
He
and Mrs. Alvin Foss in the Nurses derson, and Sharon KimbaU; Civil Street; Miss Alberta Kimball, bins of Union are announcing the Union High School in 1949
Home, representing
the Knox Defense, Hospital Auxiliary, Mrs. South School; Mrs. Ivy Hart and engagement of their only daugh- served with the UH. Army MediJoun'y Womens Medical Auxiliary. Charlotte Buffam, chairman; Gray Mrs- Martha Viik, High School; ter, Miss Faye E. Robbins, to Wal- I cal Corps, for the past two years.
Mrs. Camilla Donlan, R. N„ assist Ladies, Miss Jessie Stewart, Mrs Mr. Levitt, door; Miss Phyllis ter E. Calderwood, son of Mr. and seventeen months of that time in
ant administrator, was hostess in darold Putnam; Red Cross Nurses Bruce, make-up; Mrs. Dorothy Mrs. Nelson Calderwood of Union. Korea and Japan. At present he
Miss Robbins graduated from is employed as salesman for the
he hospital during the afternoon. Aides. Mrs. Mary Dyer, Mrs. Evelyn Collins and Miss Harriet MeKeil.
Registration was done by Mrs. Ross. Mrs. Ansel Saunders, Miss flumes; Miss Catherine Reardon Union High School in 1952, and is Waldoboro Garage Company of
Harold Richardson in the hospital Madeline Philbrick, Red Cross Nur posters; Charles Grant, stage man at present a junior at the Fisher Rockland.
ager; Mrs. Dorinda Coughlin and Junior College, Boston, majoring
No date has been set for the
and Captain Mary Emery, R. N„ ses Aid, Chairman.
Mrs. Thelma Parsons, publicity.
wedding.
in
executive
secretarial
courses.
President of the Knox Hospital
Garden Club, Mrs. Dorothy CarsNurses Alumnae Association, in the ey; Girl Scouts and Brownies by
ferman and Forsyth songs were in
'Nurses Home.
Dorinda Coughlin, Sylvia Sulides, CIMBOLLEK GROUP AND
teresting. However, one is puzzled
During the tea Mrs. Oram Lawry, Cathie Kunesh and Pamela Gay;
that a group of songs (and a
Jr., rendered piano selections. Miss WRKD radio station, Sherman CHARMIAN HERD
reading, too) should be arranged
Idia Mae Lawry in her “nurses uni Rutter; FE.W. Class First Baptist
I as this one was. built entirely
form” represented a future member Church. Mrs. Joyce Ross; Miss Ce- DELIGHTED HEARERS
around the subject of bells. Miss
if the “R. N. Club for 1968.” At 3.30 ia Herrick; South Hope Red Cross,
The Rubinstein Club in its long i Italian frankness. Indeed, it is j Herd responded' with ‘Take Joy
p. m„ a special program honoring Mrs. Hazel Hart. Mrs. Gertrude Me
history has given many spring I difficult at times to realize that Home" as an encore.
the employees who had given years servey; south Hope Gray Ladles,
Mozart was not Italian, and it is
It was a matter of regret that
of Service to Humanity was held in Eaura Hastings, Edith Willis, Lou concerts, but few if any of higher perhap® this spirit that keeps his ' there was
a lar&er audience.
quality
than
that
of
Tuesday
the Bok Nurses Home. Service pins se Moody.
night in the auditorium of the music ever iresh. The B flat Ma- por one wtwj ioves chamber music
were awarded 13 employees, show
Special thanks go to Sherman Congregational Church, f eaturing , j°r «uart*‘ * dedicated to Haydn,
as does this reviewer, it is difficult
ing the number of years each had Rutter Paul Huber and all other the Cimbollek String Quartet, with '
falherly frleI1d,
expressed to understand why so many who
been working in the hospital by members of WRKD radio station
Charmian Herd, of Winslow, I the belief when Mozart was in profess to be music lovers shy
Mrs. Dorothy T. Folta, R. N., Ad ior the excellent co-operation and
mezzo-soprano, as assisting artist, tender years that the yong musi- away when this type of music is
ministrator.
he time donated to make the Com who had Marion McVea of Fair- cian would bear watching. Against even mentioned. True, it may take
Pins were given to: Mary Ander- olete National Hospital Week a suc field as her accompanist.
the sparkling Allegro, the stately j a little “educating,” but it is more
con Freeman, record librarian for cess with spot announcement sta
Maine is fortunate in having Menuetto and the brilliant Allegro than worth the effort as this is
30 years; Fronia Kuhn, housekeep tion breaks and tape recordings of such a skilled string quartet as assai, the Adagio stands out as music in its purest form. Too.
er, 28 years; Ethel Payson, R. N.. the service program; the respirator the Cimbollek group, and it is one of the most exquisite bits of there is an element of relaxation
night superviser, 15 years; Vittrice irogr.im; a tour of “This Is Your hoped that there may be many op musical writing imaginable, and and restfulness in both the music
Carini, collector, 10 years; Albert Hospital” and
the Blue-Cross portunities to hear these gifted the Cimbollek group played it with and in the performance of it,
Emery, bookkeeper, 10 years; Mol Shield Program "Farewell to Fear;” musicians in the future. The four great beauty. For rich tonal color, qualities not always derived from
lie Ingraham, maid, 5 years; Julia It’s a Woman's World, with Miss men who comprise the Quartet depth of feeling, and sheer melo- other types.
Shattuck, practical nurse, 5 years Margaret Dana, participating on are Bernard Morel and Max Cim- dic ’’““‘J'' this Ada«io movement
The concert committee had Mrs.
Camilla Donlan, R. N., assistant wo morning programs with Miss boilek. violins; De’.miro Taddei. cannot be surpassed.
Faith G. Berry as chairman, with
administrator, 5 years; Flora Col Jean Bullock, Medical Social Ser viola, and Stuart Elder, cello—
Beethoven, reverenced as the Miss Marian Ginn. Mrs. Doris
lins, maid, 5 years; Grace Frye, vice Worker and Mrs. Margaret each possessing a rich musical greatest instrumental composer of Ames and Mrs. Beulah Ames as
maid, 5 years; Mary Maki, R. N„ Gutoske, R. N„ Supervisor on background and an innate love for all times, wrote sixteen string J her assistants. Ushers were: Mrs.
head nurse, 5 years; Phyllis Suke "Team Nursing."
music and for music-making that quartets. For the last two years Kathleen Newman, Miss Ginn,
forth, practical nurse, 5 years; My
Also to all Rockland ministers for is inspiring. Their work shows of his life he wrote almost en Mrs. Pauline Pellicani, and Mrs.
ra Bradbury, R. N„ head nurse ma reading a letter, in keeping with marked technical ability, and a tirely in this form. However, the Litsa Vardavoulis. The decorating
ternity, 5 years.
Mothers Day and Hospital Day. To sensitive understanding of the G major Quartet which the Com- committee consisted of Mrs. Mary
During the program WRKD with Carl Stilphen for folding chairs; music in hand as to tonal effects bollek players performed so su B. Hudson. Mrs. Mary L. Garrett,
Sherman Rutter, as announcer tape to the Rockland Business men. who and nuance. It is an extremely perbly, was written probably in and Miss Ginn—by Gladys St. C.
recorded the complete service, and placed posters in their windows; wall-balanced group, a factor not the early 1800's when Beethoven Heistad.
was around thirty and pouring
to the restaurants and hotels for always true of ensembles.
Miss Herd in her studies with out his young genius into the quar JOLLY GET-TOGETHER
using the National Day paper nap
Mrs. Gerald Margeson held
A jolly get-together was enjoyed
very successful dessert bridge kins, furnished as anz anonymous Roger Nye shows some progress tets of that productive period, which
Thursday evening at her home on gift; for the High School girls who since previous appearances in this bear so much melodic grace, hu last Wednesday at the home of Mr.
Rankin street. This was the third gave out tags on Monday afternoon. section. Her voice has grown in mor and fantasy, as well as somber and Mrs. Ralph Thompson, Jr.,
in a series of card parties being To all the employees and nurses in strength, there is a greater sense dreams. In this quartet there is a Main street, the occasion being the
given by the Catholic Women's the hospital who gave their time of legato and sustained tone. In similarity to Mozart and Haydn, ninth birthday of their son, Ralph
except that Beethoven keeps his Jr. Two birthday cakes, ice cream,
Club. There were seven tables at to help make the program a suc the middle and lower registers, es
music in rather high registers.
pecially
when
singing
softly,
her
cookies and punch were served.
play with prizes being won by Miss cess. Special thanks to all Volunteer
voice has a lovely quality. How
Space does not permit detailed Each child had a gift of candy bas
Vittrice Carini, Mrs. Mildred Bran Workers, for without each and ev
ever, one could wish for more review of the final group, other kets, balloons and popcorn. Mrs.
nan, Mrs. Clorida Miller, Mrs. eryone it would not have been pos
warmth both in personality and in than to say that the Molto Lento Thompson was helped in serving by
Catherine Benson, Miss Helen La sible to carry out the planned pro
her projection of song. She was displayed the facile and exquisite Louise Irving and Mr. Thompson.
gram.
Crosse, Aiir.e Beaudoin and Ray
becomingly gowned in leaf-green writings of Rubinstein which Those present besides the ho6t were
Special booklets and pencils, tags,
Foley. The fourth and last party
taffeta, and was well received.
marked most of his work, now so his Cub Scout buddies, Charles
and
buttons
with
napkins,
tray
of the series will be held ThursdayMiss Herd was fortunate in little known; and that the Borodin Monteith, Richard Robbins, John
evening, May 28. at the home of covers, and place cards were used having Miss McVea as her accom
Nocturne was most interesting in Robbins, Jimmy Smith, Charles
throughout the day and during the
Mrs. Ray Foley, Talbot avenue..
panist. for one more skilled and construction and projection. The Bicknell, Dennis Halligan and Bill
tour jf the hospital which pointed
proficient in such a capacity has name of Pochon as the arranger Karl. Also there for the jolly occa
A stork shower was held for Mrs up all the new equipment, improvseldom been heard here. While of 'Old Black Joe” led your re sion were Mrs. Lena Reynolds
Kenneth Williams at 122 Thomas ments and other renovations made
her accompaniments never obtrud viewer to consult a musical bio (grandmother,) Mrs. Louise Irvin
ton street by her daughter Mrs. passible by the drive funds.
ed, still they were done wtth such graphical dictionary, finding that
and children, Bobby, Linda and
Donald Elliot at the home of Mrs.
The Volunteer Tags were donated beauty and artistry that no list
Pochon was a violinist and the Debby all of St. George, Mrs. Etta
P. W. Brackett. Guests were Mrs. by Almon Cooper. The skit “Fare ener could remain unaware of
organizer of the famous Flonzaley Thompson, (grandmother,) Cynthia
W. D. Williams, Mrs Arthur John well to Fear" was coached by Mr.
them.
Quartet with which he was until Thompson, Mrs. Vera Johnson,
son, Mrs. Rodger Steele, Mrs Alton Cooper. Those taking part were
The program;
its disbandment in 1929, at which children, Pam and Vance, Mrs. ErJohnson, Mrs. Alfred Butler Mrs Leon White, Lloyd Daniels, Dr. Quartet in B Flat Major. No. 17
time he became leader and second
Kenneth Drinkwater, Mrs. Homer Wesley Wasgatt, Eleanor Sayward,
Mozart violin of the Stradivarius Quartet cell Kenney, children Lucy and Da
vid and Herbert Lule. Also Mrs.
Allegra vivace assai
Gilbert, Mrs. Edgar Brown, Mrs. R. N., George Sleeper and Paul Hu
of New York. The work of Gretry.
Menuetto
Percy Reynolds and little grand
John Kavanaugh, Mrs. Albert Wil ber. Announcer, Almon Cooper and
a Belgian composer (1714-1813)
Adagio
daughter Marilyn Howe and Jerry
son, Mrs. Lyle Drinkwater, Mrs we appreciate the time and effort
Allegro assai
was delightfully done and made a
Costa charming ending for the group. Thompson. Ralph received some
Otis Lunt, Mrs. Albert Smith, Mrs. these people put into making this I will Extol Thee
Oonnais-Tu
le
pays?
from
Mignon.
lovely gifts.
George Robinson and Mrs. Percy broadcast a success.
Thomas Called back many times, the Quar
Brackett. Those unable to attend
Thanks too, go to all the loyal Prayer for a May Morning. Russel] tet played the enchanting Minuet
Por social items m The Courierwho sent gifts were Mrs. Carl Mo Volunteers who returned to the tea Spring Sabbath Morning,
by Boccherini as an encore.
Gazette. Phone 1044. City.
U
Russell
sher, Mrs. Fred Duran, Mrs. Jo during the afternoon. Also to Mr.
In Miss Herd’s songs, the aria
seph Courier, Mrs. Amos Norton, and Mrs. MacPhail who made it Quartet in Intermission
G Major, Op. 18, No. 2, from “Mignon” was well done, and
Mrs. Donald Teel, Mrs. Robie Jack- possible for a gift of a portable res
Beethoven one was struck by the beauty of
son, Mrs. Arthur Bean, Mrs. Clar pirator. Ambrose Cramer, executive
Allegro
Beginning Thurs., May 14
the two Russell songs. In the sec
Adagio Cantabile—allegro
ence lagerson, Mrs. William Wil vice president and Dr. Oram Lawry
ond group the Debussy song was
Scherzo
AT
liams, Mrs. Raymond Williams, and Jr., who received this valuable piece
outstanding for the gTeat beauty
Allegro molto quasi presto
Mrs. Ozzie Blake.
of equipment.
The Bells (Reading),
of the accompaniment. The HefSENTER-CRANE'S
Edgar Allan Poe
Watchman's Song,
Hefferman
ROCKLAND
The Bells,
Debussy
KNOW THE EGGS YOU BUY
THIS COUPON AND
The BeU-Man,
Forsyth
— For —
The Bells of St. Mary’s, Adams
Molto Lenta (From Quartet
Top Quality Eggs
Op. 17, No. 2. “Music of the
Farm Fresh—See
Spheres").
Rubinstein
TO BUY—BUILD—IMPROVE—REPAIR
Nocturne (D Major Quartet),
QUARRY
VIEW
Pins It Tax
Borodin
Entitles Yon Te A
Easy Monthly Payments
Old Black Joe (arr. by Pochon),
POULTRY FARM
Foster
Dollar Bottle of
38 OLD COUNTY RD.
Allegro Orazioso (From Six
TELEPHONE 408-R
LeLoup
Perfumes
Quartets. Op. J),
Oretry
Graded, Candled. Stamped

MONEY FOR HOMES

•DIAMOND RINGS CAN BE
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CASH
CHARGE
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ALSO SHOP DAY'S — BANGOR - WATERVILLE
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16 School St.

TeL 430

29c

Mozart,

one

of

the

brightest

Rockland

stars in the musical firmament, in
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his music displays German depth
of

emotion

as

expressed

with

State
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ranging the various attractions. on display include first editions of
terious reason, called, not steam
Among these
attractions were: works by famous composers such as
er Bockland, but steamer "Little
Chorus Pro Musica, Alfred Nash Palestrina and Arcadelt; the first
Bockland", that diminutive did it,
Patterson, conductor, in a concert printing of a work by Bach in Boecoincident with being built origin
ally from cast-off material. This
at the Emmanuel Church; Organ ton; an early German Hymn Book,
Rockland was a good boat, behaved
Recital at the First Church of and so on.
•• ••
Christ. Scientist, Ruth Barrett
herself, worked hard and was gen
by
John
Richardson
Recalling
all
the furore caused
Phelps, organist; Organ Recital at
erally successful outside of on. high
faluting idea she inherited from
St. Paul’s Cathedral, Searle Wright, when the Boston Symphony en
I
Gladys S. Heistad
of Columbia University, organist; gaged a woman as first flutist of
lection.
! forgave her rolling. She never her flighty mother. Her mainmast
Organ and Chamber Music concert that old and revered organization
While she was the pride and joy gained high public favor for trav- was painted white because Jie was
designed
to
burn
smokeless
anthra

at the Boston Conservatory of Mu noted from a recent issue of Musi
of her owners, this sentiment was ellers don'.t enthuse over cranky
Too late to be used in last week's according to which the artist is in sic, as well as lectures, pane! dis cal America is a letter from a fan
not snared by all her officers and vessels. She never got into serious cite coal instead of the smoky bit
«
in which he writes: (From Port
cussions, etc.
passengers. She was a big, heavy trouble here, but when she was sold uminous coal burned by the rest column came a letter from Edith vited to break all his bones.
land, Ore.)
I’d judge from pictures that
I
noticed
one
of
the
compositions
Besse Greene—
“Out here in the West, only the
Francescatti bears no resemblance j played by Mr. Patterson was by
"Last evening we had the great I to Paganini even though he said
percussion and brass sections are
Guillaume Costeley, whose number
pleasure of hearing The Cimbollek to wear his mantle. Paganini was "Alles mes Premieres Amours” sung still a man’s world. The Portland
String Quartet in a program which a Svengali-like creature—hollow on the Bowdoin Music Club pro Symphony, for instance, has a lady
included the Mozart Quartet in B cheeked, lank-haired, a spectre with gram last Sunday was so well re first clarinet and two lady bassoon ’
players. The harps, which I believe
flat majof and the Beethoven wild eyes, but he specialized in do
ceived.
have oeen taken over by men in
Quartet in G major, Op. 18. No. 2; ing the impossible with the great
Harris is conducting a study
j also several pleasing minor num est of ease. Paganini simple did course on “Enjoying Music" at the many orchestras, are still ln the
bers. lt was a very finished per I things with the violin that could Boston Center for Adult Education hands of ladies here. One of them
formance and Maine may well be I not be dene with the violin, and This course embraces the analysis plays the string bass when only
1 proud of them. They told me they when he had breezed through all and interpretation of music to en one harp is needed. Our symphony
boasts also a lady viola principal;
I were to play in Rockland next the toughest pieces in the stan
able the listener to have a greater
Tuesday, and if you wish a rare dard repertory, he began to com understanding of the classis compo six or seven violins; three cellists:
musical treat, be sure to hear them. pose his own, the most famous of sers such as Handel, Mozart, Schu and a celeste player. Oh yes, and
Having played the quartets myself, which is the lusciously tuneful Con bert, Bizet and others, as well as one more string bass player.
“The Portland Junior Symphony
I was better able to appreciate the certo In D major. Rival fiddlers, those of the moderns including
smootnness of the ensemble. The 1 the legend has come down through Stravinsky, Milhaud and Hinde girls nave it even better as to num
bers: one clarinet, all three oboes,
members of the Quartet are fellow- the years, after hearing Paganini mith.
members of the Colby College Or play his Concerto, would stumble I The course, consisting of ten one- one bassoon, two French horns, all
chestra, with me, and all have a to the nearest wine-shop and bite hour meetings, began on April 1st. three flutes, English horn and pic
background of fine individual musi the necks off the bottles. In their held each Wednesday at 6.45 p. m. colo and one percussion. When
these Sirls grow up and start East,
cianship.
pique they started the rumor that
• • • •
who Knows what may happen to “
“I was glad to meet Joel Hupper Paganini had traded his soul to the
xiiovO Cuur,u>y
x,rewSLer OI x-eilast
Knowing that Ruth Lawrence
“The evil that ships do lives after them - - -”
again. He has joined the orchestra Devil in return for his fiendish Bird will be interested, the East the big Eastern orchestras?”
and is a most helpful member, I am technique—a yarn which Paganini, man School of Music, of which she
framed ship, always noted as a on the Hudson River and got away of the girls in the fleet.
Another musical event has been
told.
who had a modern sense of public is a graduate, has just closed Its
I
can
remember
the
Penobscot
bad roller and avoided during heavy from the stern discipline of her old
added to our May list—Mrs. Char
I
"I
heard
Zino
Francescatti
in
relations,
did
his
best
to
encourage.
dimly in the early 1900's and took
3rd Annual Festival of American lotte Hopkins, one of our ablest pi
weather by those subject to mal de Yankee skippers she proceeded to
• • • •
a few trips on her to Belfast Portland He was ‘out of this world.’
Music.
Contemporary American ano teachers, is presenting four of
mer. She was not quick to answer cut up, getting into such bad which was an event in those day’s. I heard him when he first came to
The Pasquier Trio which Edith
symphonic works which have won her advanced pupils in recital at
the helm and for that trait was scrapes that her new owners robbed I failed to share the "raised eye . this country, with the Boston Sym heard in Boston is on its seventh their place in the orchestral reper
the Farnsworth Art Museum on
not loved by the average master her of boilers and engine and brow” attitude of the era. I thought phony. What a wealth of talent the tour of the United States. This en tory and first performances of Thursday, May 28, at 8 o’clock in
semble
—
the
only
one
of
its
kind
—
Community
Concerts
bring
us!
She had power to spare, but never made her into a four-masted she was grand, that her w’histle was
works by young composers were the evening. These pupils are the
wonderful, that her resplendent en j “We spent Easter weekend in was formed by the three Pasquier featured. Among the former were
attained satisfying speeds and was schooner.
four ‘Vho so delighted their hearers
Penobscot had a daughter, if the gine room was the seventh wonder Boston and heard the Pasquier Trio Brothers (Jean, Pierre and Etionne) the Harris “Third Symphony " the
prone to small accidents during her
in a similar recital last year—and
ln
1927,
and
has
since
established
stay in Penobscot waters. Some thought is permissahle, and this of the world, and she went like the at the Gardner Museum. It was
Cowell “Fifth
Symphony,” the are: Joan Talbot, Barbara Marsh,
an
enviable
reputation
all
over
the
very
outstanding.
I
had
a
reunion
masters claimed the steamer was daughter inherited an inferiority devil—was after here. I recall she
Pulitzer winning Hanson “Fourth Maryjane Glendenning and Carol
perfectly aware of the owners’ re complex from her mother. You see stayed right on the river and didn't with old friends there. The concert world- Many composers have writ Symphony,” the “Concerto for Or Stratton. The program will include
gard for her and on that score, fre when the Penobscot was built in go chasing wood chucks across lots together with the beauty of the flo ten works dedicated to the Trio, chestra” by Hovhaness, and short quartets, duos and solos. Mrs. Hop
quently behaved like a spoiled brat. 1883 such a large amount of excess and the only rolling I saw was in ral arrangements, made a day to among them Martinu, Harsanyi er works by Mennini, Copland, kins ic extending a cordial invitaand others.
Be that as it may, Penobscot al material was left over that a good her galley—but in spite of having be remembered.”
Menotti,
Powell and Riegger tion to all who may be interested
• • • •
Looking over the program Edith
ways fed well and her crew quar sized bay steamer was built from at least that one young but ardent
Among the soloists were Armand to attend.
If
anyone
has
ever
had
any
doubt
sent me, I note that Francescatti
ters .were commodious so the men the scrap lumber and for some mys- admirer, she came to a bad end.
Basile, piano; Rufus Arey, clarin
came to this country in 1B89, mak as to Ernie Johnson's pianistic abil et; Joseph Mariano, flute, and
ity,
that
doubt
must
have
vanished
ing his debut with the New York
weekend with her daughter Mrs spent the winter and is now at the
Robert Sprenkle, oboe. Several in
Mr. and Mrs. John Davidson of
Philharmonic-Symphony, and has with ’he news that Ernie is being
Arnold Stimpson at Martinsville. home of Mr and Mrs Avard Walk
The Rebekahs and Odd Fellows since toured the United States and retained by Vaughn Monroe as his strumental ensembles were featured Walpole, Mass., were called here by
Mr. and Mrs. Darrell Mann of er.
and I note that one of the groups the illness of Mr Davidson's father
! will attend the Ridge Church in
Canada every season, playing with pianist after his famous dance played a work of Walter Piston’s.
South Portland and Mrs. George
Herbert Davidson.
Surprise Housewarming
I a body Sunday.
perhaps the greater number of our band was disbanded (no pun in
• • • •
Ducwald of Waldoboro were callers
I
Recent
guests
of
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Clayton Hunnewell was a guest
tended
!i
Monroe
who
is
one
of
the
Members of the "M” Club com
major symphony orchestras. He is
The Boston Public Library for Sunday of his parents at Spring
at the home of Mr. and Mrs. David
pletely surprised Mrs. Belle Ro- 1 Henry Bryant were Mr. and Mrs. a favorite soloist on the Telephone topnotchers in the entertainment
Music Week had an exhibit of “One vale, Mass
Mann Sunday.
barts Wednesday’ night, April 13, Chest e- Young of Brockton, Mass , Hour and has recorded copiously field is to have headquarters in
Hundred Years of Music in the
Mrs. Ruth Shepherd and son
and
Mr.
and
Mrs
Harold
Young
of
Hollywood,
I
believe,
devoting
the
when they dropped in laden with
for Columbia Masterworks—inci
Boston Public Library," with the Sanford of Franklin, N. H„ were
greater
part
of
his
time
to
televi

casseroles, salads, hot rolls and Whitman, Mass.
dentally’ his records are magnifi
exhibit being shown to the end of weekend guests of Mr. and Mrs
Church News
Mr. and Mrs. Maurice Chadwick pies at supper time and brought a
cent. Both of Francescatti’s parents sion, radio and so on. It is always the month. Emphasis is on the
Charles Morris.
The morning worship service at were musicians in Marseilles, where gratifying when one of our own
of Thomaston accompanied by Mr. gift of a table lamp for her new
small but important Koudelka,
Mrs. Robert Ross of Alexandria,
and Mrs. Sam Pipicello of Owls home on 19 Birch street, Rockland. 10.30. Pastor Millard B. Gile will Zino was born on Aug. 9, 1905. His moves ahead so our sincere con
Thayer, and Dehn Collections, and Va„ has arrived at her home at
Head motored to Gloucester, Mass., A social evening was enjyoed. Those speak on the topic, “The Spirit of father was a pupil of Sivori, the gratulations go to Ernie for his
on the great Allen A. Brown Col Wollaston.
present were Mrs. Ellena Fredette, ! Adoption.”
last Sunday.
only direct pupil of Paganini. continued success.
■
•
•
•
lection given to the Library in 1894,
Eirerson Murphy is confined to
Members of Owls Head Grange Mrs. Evelyn Ross, Mrs. Mary Dyer, ' The Church Bible School will Through him, Zino received the
From Harris Shaw comes a pro when the building in Capley Square I his home with a broken ankle.
have been invited to attend church Mrs. Florence Nelson. Mrs. Caroline meet at 11.40. There are classes and Paganini tradition intact. It was
gram of the Regional Convention of was opened. The Koudelka Collec
Rev. Millard Gile, Miss Bethel
at the 3aptist Chapel, Sunday May, Davis and Mrs. Prances Norton of teachers for every age group.
with the famous Concerto in D of
tion consists of early printed books 1 Gile and Miss Dorinda Littlehaie of
The Young People's Fellowship Paganini that he made his Amer the American Guild of Organists
17, by Rev. James Dagino. Services South Thomaston, Mrs Margaret
on musical theory, the Thayer col Port Clyde, attended the Music
Knowlton, Mrs. Geraldine Everett, at 6 p. m. This will be the last ican debut. His first public appear which met in Boston April 19-20-21.
are at 9 a. m.
Harris was the Regional Chairman, lection of similar content, and the Festival at Brunswick, Saturday.
Alvin Perry is a patient at Knox Mrs. Frances Montgomery and Mrs. meeting until fall.
ance was at five; at ten he scored
Dehn ( a German theoretician) of
Willis Wilson who has been a paThe evening service at 7. The musical triumph in the Beethoven and the many outstanding activities
Athleen Pease of Rockland. Mrs.
Hospital, Rockland.
of the Convention bespeak the manuscript copies of works not ’ tient at the Maine General HospiGeorge Chellman has returned Shirley Thompson and Mrs. Mary pastor will speak on the subject, Concerto; at 20 he established him
wealth of detail involved in ar printed at that time. Other items | tai, Portland, has returned to his
from St. Petersburg. Fla., where he Burgess were unable to be present. "Shall We Pray For the Dead?”
self among the few really great
violinists with a successful debut
" S'* 'Wi
*
at the Paris Opera, with the Or
chestra of the Concerts du Con
servatoire. He owns the famous
“Kart" Stradivarius dated 1727, one
of the finest examples of the un
ique violin-maker's art. Frances
catti is married to Yolande Potel
de la Briere, who gave up a career
as a violinist to further his. They
have a new house called Fiddletop,
at Montery, Mass
Francescatti’s dazzling technique
(he was once clocked playing 2800
notes in less than four minutes) is
a result of lifelong specialization.
He recalls that his father, a fine
musician, never had time to be
come a great one because he was
too busy collecting monkeys, sea
shells, pictures of the Holy family,
puppets, and—in one moment of
rapture, a giant turtle. Because of
this recollection, Zino has limited
CF4 .A
his own distractions to working out
chess problems in the World-Tele
gram and to solving the Times
crossword puzzles for the better
ment of his English. Unlike some
perfectionists, he is unfailingly re
laxed in his manner, and in the
concert hall he creates an atmos
phere that leaves his audiences
completely charmed The only thing
that upsets him is the American
etiquette of wishing a performer
good iuck before a concert. Fran
cescatti is bred to the European
method of outwitting the gremlins.

STEAMBOAT YARNS

«** *

of Ships and Men
M.

Aibo» e appears steamer Penobscot
leaving the Belfast wharf on a
winter morning as is shown by the
»ow covered fields and the swollen
pilings of the dock. Also Penobscot's

windows are fast closed and the
few Dassengers in evidence wear
winter clothing.
Penobscot was the darling of the
Boston and Bangor Steamship Co's
owners, Richardson & Hill, for they
were guilty of designing the vessel
and haunted the builders' yard all
through her construction. She was
the Fancy Dan of all the steamers
of her time with more brass work
to polish in her engine room than
all the other vessels of the fleet
put together. The company was so
proud of that engine front that
they had
stereoptican pictures
made, one of which is in my col-

SPRUCE HEAD
Mrs. Wilbur Aagersen of Green
wood. Mass. and Mrs. Guy Wall of
Damariscotta are guests of Miss
Katherine Aagerson.
Mr. and Mrs. H. K Draper of
Canton, Mass., have been spend
ing a few days at their cottage
here.
Mrs. Abbie Robinson of Round
Pond is visiting Mr. and Mrs.
George Alley on Spruce Head
Island.
Mrs. Eugenie Godfrey visited Mr.
and Mrs. Joseph Godfrey at Ingra
hams Hill Monday.
Eldbridge Simmons is a Datient
at Knox Hospital.
Mr. and Mrs. Merrill Kelly and
children of Jonesport were guests
of Mr. and Mrs. George Alley Sun
day.
Mrs. Mildred Waldron spent the

TENANT’S HARBOR

TENANT’S HARBOR

OWLS HEAD

No doubt about it...

Chevrolet trucks

must be the best buy!

FRIENDLIEST
A public service progrom
to promote sofor driving.

This year—for Hie 12»h straight production year
—truck users are buying more Chevrolet trucks
than any other make. That couldn't be true unless

Chevrolet trucks offered more of what you want.

Already, 1953‘s official sales figures tell a remarkable
story of clear-cut and decisive preference for Chev
rolet trucks. But, this is not surprising, for truck users
everywhere are discovering how far ahead of all
others Chevrolet trucks really arc.

They arc discovering things
like the tremendous new
CHEVROLET
power in advanced Load— fi
master engines in heavy-duty
models ... the remarkable
gasoline economy ... the extra ruggedness and
strength of heavier, more rigid frame construction.

PLAN

Yowr groduotion gift will

IN TOWN!

watches for superb styling and famous split-second
accurocyl You'll prefer it for its outstanding beauty,

quality ond volue! Come in ond make your selec

TERMS AS LOW

l25

tion todoyl
58-lt

A WEEK

IILiKA
I]
SI
FvJiwiLiRil

in and see us.
BITLER CAR « HOME SUPPLY

470 Main Street

SEAVIEW GARAGE, Inc.

re

beautiful Gruen Watch. Graduates prefer Gruen

i

And. in addition to all these advantages, the Chevrolet
line lists for less than any other trucks of comparable
size and capacity. So, before you buy any truck, stop

be

membered o lifetime... when it's a lastingly

Rockland, Me.

TeL 077
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689 Main Street, Rockland, Maine
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